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The Missionary Church: 
Rediscovering Missional Ecclesiology in Today’s Emergent Context 

Seminar at PCA General Assembly, 2008 
Preston Graham, Jr. 

 
Introduction:   
• Screwtape’s Advice Considered 

C. S. Lewis once complained that writing The Screwtape Letters brought him no pleasure. “I never wrote 
with less enjoyment,” he said. “The strain produced a spiritual cramp.”  

 “The world in which I had to project myself while I spoke through Screwtape was all dust, grit, 
thirst, and itch,” said Lewis. “Every trace of beauty, freshness, and geniality had to be excluded.” 

And yet The Screwtape Letters, published in 1942, is one of Lewis’s most often read books, enabling the 
Christian to get into the mind of the devil such as to prepare to defend oneself  from  the wily temptations of 
the devil.   Indeed, after reading The Screwtape Letters, "the devil made me do it," takes on a whole new 
meaning! 
It concerns one very prominent piece of advice that Screwtape offers to the young devil, Wormwood, that 
most interests us in this seminar:  

"My dear Wormwood, 
You mentioned casually in your last letter that the patient (Young Christian being tempted) has continued to 
attend one church, and one only, since he was converted, and that he is not wholly pleased with it. May I ask 
what you are about? Why have I no report on the causes of his fidelity to the parish church? Do you noy realize 
that unless it is due to indifference it is a very bad thing? Surely you know that if a man can't be cured of church 
going, the next best thing is to send him all over the neighborhood looking for the church that 'suits' him until he 
becomes a taster or connoisseur of churches. 

Your affectionate uncle,  SCREWTAPE 
 

! the devilish concern is not so much related to the “church”  generally speaking (some kind of 
abstract, invisible church as an ideology per se, but the local/parish/visible church!  

! And note as well that IF Wormwood can’t devise a plan to keep a young Christian from attending a 
parish church all together, that the next best thing would be to tempt young Christian to enter a 
never ending, nomadic search for the “perfect church” such as to never actually be involved in any 
one church!!  I.e. KEEP IT FLUID, NONCOMMITTAL, MULTI-TRADITIONAL, NON-DOGMATIC--  

! And even a cursory analysis of religion in the 21st century suggests that young Wormwood indeed 
grew up and is increasingly successful at following Screwtape’s devilish plan!    

 
• The “Emergent” Landscape Briefly Described and Analyzed   

The social sciences portray spirituality in North America as being in a state of extreme flux—all of which are 
reacting to the post-enlightenment church by a revival of spirituality expressed in both low-church and high-
church directions 

A Pew Forum study was recently published in Feb. 25, 2008 under the headline: The U.S. Religious Landscape 

Survey Reveals a Fluid and Diverse Pattern of Faith 

The gist of the study concludes that the “unaffiliated” has becolme  the fourth largest and fastest growing religious 
group in America. While the number of atheists has remained constant, those professing allegiance to no single 

religious creed or ideology are on the rise!   

! A massive shift wherein religious affiliation in the U.S. is increasingly diverse and extremely fluid. 

o Post-Denominational: (fluid)   
“More than one-quarter of American adults (28%) have left the faith in which they were raised in 

favor of another religion -- or no religion at all. If change in affiliation from one type of 
Protestantism to another is included, roughly 44% of adults have either switched religious 
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affiliation, moved from being unaffiliated with any religion to being affiliated with a particular faith, 

or dropped any connection to a specific religious tradition altogether. 
 

o Post- Organizational/Denominational:  
The survey finds that the number of people who say they are unaffiliated with any particular faith 

today (16.1%) is more than double the number who say they were not affiliated with any 

particular religion as children. Among Americans ages 18-29, one-in-four say they are not 
currently affiliated with any particular religion 

 
David Barrett, author of the World Christian Encyclopedia, estimates that there are already 
112 million out-of-church Christians around the world.  He expects this number to double by 
2025.1 The Barna Research Group has observed a marked increase in spirituality over the 
past two-years measured in terms of Bible reading, participation in weekly small group Bible 
studies and personal prayer.  But not surprisingly, church attendance and involvement has 
remained relatively flat.2  And at a time when the so-called twentysomethings are 
increasingly “absent from Christian churches,” 80% say that their religious faith is 
important in their life.3  And whereas the “number of unchurched adults has nearly 
doubled” since 1991, rising from 39 million to 75 million (a 92% increase!), spirituality in 
America is relatively high, where 80% of Americans not only believe in God, but believe that 
God still works miracles today. 4     
 

o I.e. Post-Hierarchical—(ORGANIZED, TOP-DOWN, ANYTHING IS OUT! THE AGE OF 
WIKIZATION—BOTTOM UP , GRASS ROOTS SPONTANEOUS MECHINISMS FOR 
ORGANIZAITON—THE CRASE AT YALE AND  

 
Rooted in Deeper, Philosophical Trends (if not better, “moods” in that the academy is typically very nervous 
about anything so call “post-modern” – ask most philosophers, and there is already a back-lash against post-

modern and/or resistance to it… ) 
 

! Post-modern: Anti-foundationalism 

o Post-Dogmatism/rationalism—a rejection of Descarte’s proposition that epistemology is based on 
the irrefutable rational proposition, albeit even if so basic as “I am”  

 
On the rationalistic side of modernism, it was the world of A.J. Ayer’s Language, Truth and 
Logic (1936) where it was argued that God talk was nonsense since it was based on neither 
logic nor empirical evidence.  It produced a rationalistic kind of religion that was either liberal 
or evangelical—both however buying into the foundationalist premise of faith being reduced to 
reason, albeit the latter attempting to refute the liberal conclusions within an “evidentialist” 
framework.  It was the religion of Josh McDowell where mystery was frowned upon, and 
missional theology focused on “evidence that demands a verdict!” Notwithstanding the 
individualistic and rationalistic vestiges of modernism still present today, we are now beginning 
to experience the broader social trend of what Joey Earl Horstman has labeled “the post-modern 
yawn” where people are increasingly bored with the kind of life and religion that is bred out of 
modernism’s reductionist agenda.5 
 
 

                                                
1  From “Growing numbers of Christians leaders leaving church” at www.churchcentral.com,  June 10, 2004.  
2 Reference by Allie and Jenni Parker, “Research Reveals Ambiguous Religious Involvement” in PCANews (www.christianity.com) 
3 Only  31% of twentysomethings attend church in a typical week, compared to 42% of those in their 30’s and 49% of those in their 40’s.  See The Barna 
Research Group of Ventura, California, “Twentysomethings Struggle to Find Their Place in Christian Churches,” The Barna Report September 24, 2003. 
www.barna.org.   
4 The Barna Research Group of Ventura, California, “Number of Unchurched Adults Has Nearly Doubled Since 1991,” The Barna Report May 4, 2004 
located at www.barna.org.  
5 Joey Earl Horstman, "Channel Too: The Postmodern Yawn," The Other Sid 29, no.3, (May-June 1993), p. 35. 
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o Post-Science— 

John Lienhard's, piece entitled "After Science" on the NPR program known as "Engines of Our 
Ingenuity."  He wonders out loud the following thoughts entitled:   

thoughts about the end of science  
Stories are told about 19th-century legislation meant to close the Patent Office because 
everything had been invented. There was talk of that kind, but no serious legislation. Now 
people have been talking about the end of science. What such talk really reflects is a change 
in the character of invention or science. 
 
We accept a 15 or so billion-year-old universe that began with a big bang, but who can say 
whether time flowed before that moment?.. We have many physical laws, but we realize 
those laws are not absolute truth. They are human constructs meant to make nature 
predictable. Meanwhile, mathematics has shown us that the only futures we'll ever predict 
will be trends, not events. Our increasing knowledge seems only to be widening our 
ignorance. 

 
On the other hand, science now suggests vast arenas of invention. Science and math have 
given their users so great a capacity for altering human life that change is muted only by 
our ability to absorb it. What must occur next is not the completion of physics, astronomy, 
and biology. The method those fields use is already complete.  Method is what defines 
science, and today's scientific method now widens the questions we ask faster than it 
answers them. 

The End of Science : Facing the Limits of Knowledge in the Twilight of the Scientific Age (Helix 
Books),  by John Horgan 

Table of Contents Introduction: Searching for The Answer  
 
1. The End of Progress  
A meeting on the end of belief in science Gunther Stent's Golden Age  
Is science a victim of its own success? What physicists really thought 100 years ago…endless 
frontier…Leo Kadanoff sees hard times ahead for physics Nicholas Rescher's wishful thinking  
The meaning of Francis Bacon's plus ultra Ironic science as negative capability  
 
2. The End of Philosophy  
What the skeptics really believe Karl Popper finally answers the question: Is falsifiability 
falsifiable? Thomas Kuhn is hoist on his own paradigm Paul Feyerabend, the anarchist of 
philosophy Colin McGinn pronounces philosophy dead The meaning of the Zahir  
 
3. The End of Physics  
Sheldon Glashow's doubts Edward Witten on superstrings and aliens  
The pointless final theory of Steven Weinberg Hans Bethe's doomsday calculation  
John Wheeler and the "it from bit" David Bohm, clarifier and mystifier Richard Feynman and the 
revenge of the philosophers  
 
4. The End of Cosmology  
The infinite imagination of Stephen Hawking David Schramm, the big bang's biggest booster  
Doubts among the cosmic priesthood Andrei Linde's chaotic, fractal, eternally self-reproducing, 
inflationary universe Fred Hoyle, the eternal rebel Will cosmology turn into botany?  
 
5. The End of Evolutionary Biology  
Richard Dawkins, Darwin's greyhound Stephen Jay Gould's view of life: shit happens  
Lynn Margulis denounces Gaia The organized disorder of Stuart Kauffman Stanley Miller 
ponders the eternally mysterious origin of life  
Plantanga—Anti-Directed Evolution vs. Directed Anti-Evolugion—both beyond modern science…  
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6. The End of Social Science  
Edward Wilson's fear of a final theory of sociobiology Noam Chomsky on mysteries and puzzles 
The eternal vexation of Clifford Geertz  
 
7. The End of Neuroscience  
Francis Crick, the Mephistopheles of biology, Roger Penrose and the quasi-quantum mind The 
counterattack of the mysterians  
Is Daniel Dennett a mysterian? Marvin Minsky's fear of single-mindedness  
The triumph of materialism  
 
9. The End of Limitology—e.g. anti-foundational/pro-mystical 
 
10. Scientific Theology, or The End of Machine Science  
The out-of-sight prophecy of J. D. Bernal Hans Moravec's squabbling mind children Freeman 
Dyson's principle of maximum diversity The "bunkrapt" vision of Frank Tipler What would the 
Omega Point want to do?  
 
Epilogue: The Terror of God  
A mystical experience The meaning of the Omega Point Charles Hartshorne and the Socinian 
heresy Why scientists are ambivalent toward truth Is God chewing his fingernails?  
 

o Post-Secular:   

I’m a very spiritual person, but I don’t get into the church thing very much.  
My in-synch barber 

 
! Post-Liberal:  

o Anti-Individualism 
In the post-liberal shift from classical (entlightenment era) liberalism, there was a 
philosophical shift back to an understanding of community as a basis for forming and 
believing universal truths. In the shifit to post-modern, there is a kind of knowledge that 
cannot be known by the study of propositional texts alone,  but by participation in the 
communal “texts” of a social narrative.  For if, it is argued, we are inherently rational qua 
“human,” we are also at our core communal such that some things can be known only by 
participating (communing) within a community. Belief and ethics as such is not something 
we attain to individually based on the enlightenment’s optimism concerning the power of 
individualism and human reason.  Rather, faith and ethics as such is viewed as emerging 
from within the “text” of communal life, rituals and teaching…  

o Anti-Globalization 
Out of the “yawn” has arisen all sorts of “post-modern” trends—all with their spiritual 
counterparts it would seem—trends such as what Samuel Huntingdon has described as “an 
eruption of a global identity crisis” leading to a “culture of balkanization.”6 Such a spiritual 
side of this reaction can be detected in Thomas Oden’s, Beyond Modernity… What?, where 
he asked the question, “Where did we get the twisted notion that orthodoxy is essentially a 
set of ideas rather than a living tradition of social experience?  Our stereotype of orthodoxy 
is that of frozen dogma, rather than a warm continuity of human experience.” 
 

o In relation to ethics, Robert Jones has succinctly summarized the post-liberal counter to 
liberalism in the following way: 

The post-liberal critique of liberalism is that it promotes isolated individual selves 
endowed with rights but few responsibilities, universal truths independent of 
particular (communal) narratives, and an almost-blind optimism about progress 
and the promise of human reason; above all it is a tradition that has lost a 

                                                
6 Samuel Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations (1998)  
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distinctive theological voice through cultural accommodation. Post-liberalism 
resists each of these and emphasizes community, narrative, skepticism about 
human reason, and distinctiveness. If the motto of modern liberal Christianity was 
to "Christianize the social order" through work for social justice, the motto of post-

liberal theology is "to let the church be the church" (Hauerwas 1983).7 
 

! Post-Christendom (those within Christianity will often speak of “post-moral” or “post-dogmatic”—all 
referencing the same thing basically, that mainstreem culture is no longer informed by, governed 
by—Chritendom—i.e. that “king-dom of Christ/God” as informed by Christian Bible…  

o Christendom defined by hegemony wherein the control or dominating influence is by any 
one person/group over others, expecially as per political, social and religious hegemony.    

" Christendom—Pre-Enlightenment- ALL nation-states were identified with a certain 
deity/reigion.   “Mohamanism—wherein the “nation-state” under the Koran, “Since 
Constintiniasm—thke west has been largely “Christendom, wherein by force of 
sword/crusades or by force of economic and/or colonization--  more and more 
territory was taken under the control of Christian influence/laws…  

" Note: In America- as DeTocqueville observed, Christian church was the first 
political instiution—not by foce of law per se, but by force of the soverign audience 
which gave rise to revivalism, anti-intellectualism more suited to populism—
pesonality driven spirituality, ec.    

" The church in the West is only beginning to come to grips with its new situation as a 
disenfranchised minority in an increasingly post-Christian and post-liberal world.  
That is to say that the social significance of Christianity is, however you want to 
measure it, undergoing a steady decline, even while there is an emergent 
rediscovery of the critical role of the local and counter-cultural positioned Christian 
congregation for the sake of ethical formation and even public contribution.  As 
David Fergusson observed toward the end of the previous century, “the emergence 
of pluralism and secularism in the late-twentieth century have led to the 
breakdown of any clear Christian consensus under girding the standards, 
assumptions, and policies of multiracial and multi religious societies.”  He further 
notes how this social predicament “has led to calls for greater Christian 
authenticity “ wherein “we can no longer assume that Christian ethics simply 
endorses what everyone recognizes to be good for human beings qua human being.”  

" Post-Christian Morality—Example-- Marriage 
More view cohabitation as acceptable choice By Sharon Jayson, USA TODAY 

The National Marriage Project study of a sampling of Western European and 
Scandinavian nations, Australia, Canada and New Zealand found that cohabitation 
elsewhere is far more common and indeed viewed as an option to matrimony. The 
study found that anywhere from 15% to 30% of all coupright now in the USA. 

USA Today Poll:  

31% Living together outside of marriage is wrong 

12% Ok if plan to marry 
19 Ok if there are no kids involved 

38% Perfectly Acceptable 
 

! Post-Modern/Neo-Paginism and the revisitation of 1st century debate:  

:  Ancient Paganism Revived in Kabbalism and Christian Gnosticism 

 
THE FIRST CENTURY CONTEXT: A CRISIS IN TEMPLE SIRITUALITY  

 (From Mary Coloe’s, God Dwells With US ) 
Chapter 10 

                                                
7 Robert P. Jones The unintended consequences of Dixieland Postliberalism, 
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The destruction of the Jerusalem Temple brought about radical changes to first century Judaism.  No longer 

able to satisfy sacrificial cultic requirements, 2 alternative Jewish spiritualities emerges…  
 

1)  Rabbinic Judaism turned to the Torah, as the central focus of the covenant relationship with God.  
Fullfillment of Torah replaced Temple sacrifices as a means of atonement—ie. Works righteousness 

… preserving the Temple was not an end of itself… there was another means of reconciliation 

between God and Israel, so that the Temple and its cult were not decisive. What really counted in the 
life of the Jewish people?   Torah piety!  (Neusner, Judaism in a Time of Crisis 

 
I.e. there as a movement toward Torah fundamentalism  

• Phariseeism 

• Works/righteousness (vs. righteousness/works)   
 

2) A more progressive Judaism emerged which sought to syncretize Judaism with Paganism (a form of 
Kabbalism today)  

throughout  his gospel is the context of ancient religious mysticism—both Jewish mysticism and by 
the time of John’s gospel, an emergent Christian mysticism or “Gnosticism”   both of which, while 
retaining some of the Jewish or Christain characteristics, were more akin to ancient paganism in 
the OT histories than orthodox/classical Judaim and then Christianity…  

Very briefly- and like the ancient pagan religions we hear about in the OT:  

• this ancient mysticism believed in God, but not the God of… (i.e. any one particular unique God)  
One doesn’t have a personal relationships with God, but one exists in/with/through God 

• God was in, with and through the world, even as we are all in god, if not “gods” 

• The spirit world is the ultimate and true world, the material world is merely a shadow of the 
true world, and to the degree we can transcend the material world, to rid ourselves of the 
“flesh”, is the degree to which we are restored to our original and more pristine selves…  

• True religion then is about spirituality, albeit non-particularistic spirituality, our spirituality is 
not discovered in laws, rules, organizations, dogmatic teachings, etc.—it is discovered in the 
spirituality that emerges through relationships of love… we experience good spirituality when 
we reap the rewards of love, we experience bad spirituality when we reap the rewards of hate,  
etc.   etc.   

o NOTE PARALLELS TODAY IN EMERGENT SPIRITUALITY  
The Emergence of  

1) Neo-Fundamentalism 
The most prominent is “new-fundamentalism (neo-medivalism)  

Low-Church version: A recent New York Times article describes the emergence of 
“Hip New Churches” that “pray to a different drummer.”  These emerging 
churches are unlike anything before experienced in recent history—neither 
“traditional” nor “contemporary” styled church.  This emerging church movement 
is said to be “revived by medieval liturgies and practices borrowed from Roman 
Catholic and Eastern Orthodox rituals that predate the enlightenment.”8 Such 
trends correspond to Robert Webber’s observations that “for them Willow Creek is 
tradition.” In other words, for the so-called millennial generation, “contemporary 
worship is old hat… they want to return to a more stable time, a period of 
tradition. Not the tradition of the fifties, but of a much earlier time, the traditions 

                                                
8 NYT, February 18, 2004 
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of the old, very old times.” It has been said that this “emerging church” can be 
summed up “ancient worship with a contemporary flare.”9    
 
These “low-church” trends are matched by another neo-fundamentalism “high 

church”  trend related to evangelical pilgrimages to either Alexandria or Rome or 
Protestant fundamentalism.  A kind of reaction wherein   For while at the same 
time there continues to be a steady conversion of Catholics to Protestant, there 
has emerged “a new exodus of Protestants streaming to Rome” and especially 
among the so called “Gen X” and “millennial” generations.10  There is a similar 
trend toward Eastern Orthodoxy as well.11 

 
2) New “Christian” Paganism  
3) Post-East/West  (Polymorphus and spiritual) 

 
Did any of you read the David Brooks Op-Ed this week entitled “The Neural Buddhists? 
(May13, 08)  

(I know many of my congregants did —they reaffirmed to me that Brooks observations 
about the emergent inter-relationship of science to faith is right on- ) 

 
Basically—without stating it as such—Brooks describes how even in the field of science,  the 
trend from “modernism” to “post-modernism” is a trend away from “militant materialism” 
to what he labels “neural Buddhism.”    

Militant materialism—the idea of a spirit world, God, the soul, etc was ridiculous—modern 
science declared that everything arises from atoms, genes shape temperment, brain 
chemicals shape behavior, assemblies of neurons create consciousness—free will is an 
illusion—basically human beings are hard wired to do this or that and religion is an 
accident, a freak of the evolutionary process… In this materialist view, people perceive 
God’s existence because their brains have evolved to confabulate belief systems. You put a 
magnetic helmet around their heads and they will begin to think they are having a spiritual 
epiphany. If they suffer from temporal lobe epilepsy, they will show signs of 
hyperreligiosity, an overexcitement of the brain tissue that leads sufferers to believe they 
are conversing with God. 

Central assertion contained in this kind of thinking: Everything is material and 
“the soul is dead.” 

Post-materialism era in science—the momentum has shifted away from hard-core 
materialism to a neurologically compatible spiritualism…  “The brain seems less like a cold 
machine. It does not operate like a computer. Instead, meaning, belief and consciousness 
seem to emerge mysteriously from idiosyncratic networks of neural firings…. Scientists 

                                                
9 Robert Webber “How Will the Millennials Worship? A Snapshot of the Very Near Future.” Located on the web at www.instituteforworshipstudies.org 

See also, Robert Webber, Ancient-Future Faith. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Books, 1999.  
10 Wilcox, Brad. “A River Runs to It: A New Exodus of Protestants Streams to Rome.” Crisis (May, 1999)  One things of the more celebrated cases of 

Peter Kreeft, Richard John Neuhaus, Deal Hudson, Scott Hahn, Tom Howard, Steve Wood, Gerry Matatics, the Duchess of Kent, Bishop Graham 
Leonard, the now three series Surprised by Truth by Patrick Madrid where converts from Protestant contexts give so called “biblical and historical 
reasons for becoming Catholic” (Basilica Press).  
11 A development in recent years has been the interest many evangelicals have shown in Eastern Orthodoxy because of its emphasis on the continuity 

of the life of the Church, its rich and mystical worship, and its doctrinal stability. A fruit of this interest has been an influx of evangelicals into the 
Orthodox Church, an ongoing story told in part by American author Peter Gillquist in "Becoming Orthodox" (Conciliar Press, 1990) and "Coming Home" 
(1992), and by British author Michael Harper in "A Faith Fulfilled" (Conciliar Press, 1999). 
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have more respect for elevated spiritual states. Andrew Newberg of the University of 
Pennsylvania has shown that transcendent experiences can actually be identified and 
measured in the brain. The mind seems to have the ability to transcend itself and merge 
with a larger presence that feels more real. 

In this world, the atheism debate is going to be a sideshow. (i.e. Does God exist or  not—is 
there a spiritual world or not, etc—Dawkin’s and co….)   The cognitive revolution is not 
going to end up undermining faith in God, it’s going to end up challenging faith in the Bible.  
(or of any one particular/personal/uniquely “one” God)  

This new wave of research will not seep into the public realm in the form of militant 
atheism. Instead it will lead to what you might call neural Buddhism. 

I.e. Based still on the premise of modern science, religion will emerge from the inductive 
method of brain observation leading to religious conclusions.. i.e. moving from brain studies 
to a new breed of religious mysticism… where religion is related to tracking neural 
emotions and the role of love in brain development for instance…  

—religioin will emerge much more like “Buddhism” than classic “Judaism or Christianity” 
and we will see more an more  of the amergent Judaism and Christianity  as a kind of 
Jewish/Christian Buddhism even!! (Jewish Mysticism/Kabblah or Christian mysticism or 

“Gnosticism”)  

In summary:  THE “TREND” EVEN AMONG SOME CHRISTIANS IS identify themselves as not 

following just one religion, or following two religions. These people are just following their individual 
spirituality which include what many consider two disparate religions. 

A Christian Buddhist (or Christian-Buddhist) is someone who practices Christianity and Buddhism 
equally or at least makes both of these religions parts of their personal spirituality. Such persons 

don't consider themselves to be following only part of either religion, but to be a full member of 
both. 

 

To the Editor: 
As a Christian, I believe in God; I also believe that God is unknowable and therefore no religion 

or faith can claim any exclusive knowledge or relationship with him or her.  In the end, regardless 
of creed, I think the heart of the matter is behavior. How we choose to live our lives, day by day. 

Cal Ratcliff Lakewood, Ohio, May 13, 2008 

 
 

 
I.e. These trends reflect the socio-religious trends of what has popularly been described as the “Emergent 

Church”   

 

Into such a context, I would want to propose, the simple thesis, in full agreement with Screwtape in his 

advice to Wormwood—that the church ( the local/parish/visible/communal/creedal/sacramental/Gospel 

centered – even missional church, IF NOT THE MODERN/CHURCH AS USUAL CHURCH)—is an 

essential element of the gospel and is the most powerful instrument on earth wherein God’s salvific 

presence is really, truly, evne locally present as UNIQUELY mediated in/with/through the local 

church!  
I will build my church, and the gates of Hell will not prevail against it!  (the on earth as it is in heaven principle as 
fulfilled in the church…  
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• Thesis:  The Rediscovery of an “High-Church/High Gospel” Missional 

Ecclesiology as essential to Biblical Salvation 
 

Rediscover?   
Acts 2 (43-47)  

Awe came upon everyone…   All who believed were together and had all things in common;  they would sell 
their possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had  need. Day by day, as they spent 
much time together with one accord in the temple, they broke  bread at home and ate their food with glad 
and generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all the people. And day by day the Lord added to 
them those who were being saved.  

 

Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage (AD 250) 
She is one mother, plentiful in the results of fruitfulness: from her womb we are born, by her milk we are 
nourished, by her spirit we are animated . .  . Whoever is separated  from the Church . .  . is separated from 
the promises to the Church; nor can he who forsakes the Church of Christ attain to the rewards of Christ . .  
. He can no longer have God for his Father, who has not the Church for his mother. If any one could escape 
who was outside the ark of Noah, then he also may escape who shall be outside of the Church.12 

. 
Augustine 

Victorinus, said to Simplicianus, not openly, but secretly, and as a friend, ‘Know thou that I am a 
Christian,’ To which he replied, ‘I will not believe it, nor will I rank you among the Christians unless I see 

you in the Church of Christ’13
 

 
John Calvin  

They therefore are insane who, neglecting this means, hope to be perfect in Christ, as is the case 
with fanatics, who pretend to secret revelations of the Spirit; and the proud who content themselves 
with the private reading of the Scripture, and imagine they do not need the ministry of the church. 
From her womb we are born, by her milk we are nourished, by her spirit we are animated… Whoever is 
separated from the Church is separated from the promises to the Church. Nor can he who forsakes the 
Church of Christ attain to the rewards of Christ…Beyond the pale of the Church, no forgiveness of sins, no 
salvation, can be hoped for … the paternal favor of God and the special evidence of spiritual life are confined 
to his peculiar people, and hence the abandonment of the Church is always fatal?14   

 
Westminister  

The catholic or universal Church... gathered into one, under Christ the Head thereof... is... the body, the 
fullness of Him that filleth all in all. The visible Church... is the kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ, the 
house and family of God, out of which there is no ordinary possibility of salvation. 15 

 
Lesslie Newbigin 

 
Just as we insist that a Church which has ceased to be a mission has lost the essential character of a  
Church, so must we also say that a mission which is not at the same time truly a Church is not a true  
expression of the divine apostolate.  An unchurchly mission is as much a monstrosity as an  

unmissionary church.
16

  

 
I.  The Construction of “High-Church” Biblical-Theology of 

Missions and The R/H Gospel of Presence  
 

Resources:  
•  Preston Graham Jr. “A Sacramental Theology of the Gospel: Rediscovering the Saving 

                                                
12 Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, On the Unity of the Church (c. a.d. 250), emphasis added; available at www.philthompson.net/pages/library/unity.html 

(accessed Aug. 2004) 
13 Augustine, Confessions, VIII.ii.4 
14 John Calvin, Institutes 4.1.4 
15 WCF 25.1-2 
16 Household of God, p. 147 
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Presence of God In The Church”, The Assembling Of Ourselves Together: Ecclesiology In 
The 21st Century, John Vance edited, (Rock Tavern, NY: WPC Books, 2005) 

• Greg Beale, “ Eden, the Temple, And the Church’s Mission in the New Creation” (JETS 
48/1 (March 2005) 5-31.  

• Edmund Clowney, The Biblical Theology of the Church (Article published at The Biblical 
Theology Briefings – beginningwithmoses.org) c.f .Toward A Biblical Teheolog of the 
Church Philidelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1969 

 
What do we miss if we miss out on the visible church? According to redemptive history, we miss out on  
nothing less than salvation itself!  
 
More than a successor to redemptive history, the visible church is a participant within redemptive  history. In the 
language of Thomas Torrance, the church is nothing less than “Christ’s vis-à-vis in  history.” In the Old Testament, it 
is the church of God’s presence in the temple of Creation, Bethel, and  Jerusalem. In the New Testament, it is the 
church of God’s presence linked to the ascended ministry of  Christ, acting through the Holy Spirit given at 
Pentecost, and the formation of the new covenant temple,  even the church of a living God. So then, for instance, 
Torrance has remarked how “we cannot pay too  much attention to the fact that the Holy Spirit was sent upon the 
church after the crucifixion, resurrection  and the ascension of Christ. In that series Pentecost belongs as one of the 
mighty salvation events, and to  that series the parousia will belong as the last.”6 Applied then to the ministry of the 
church, Torrance  continues:  

The spirit operates by creating out of the word a body that St. Paul calls the Body of Christ… It is the sphere 
where through the presence of the Spirit the salvation-events of the birth, life, death, resurrection and 
ascension are operative here and now in history, the sphere wherever within the old creation the new creation 
has broken in with power. (Ibid., p. 23)  

 
We need to concern ourselves, then, with this animating, or sacramental, church as pertaining to  the transforming 
power of the Gospel in continuity with the salvation plan of God throughout all  redemptive history. And to be sure, 
God’s salvation of a people is first and foremost not presented as a  logically ordered series of propositions or merely 
as stories about the existential and personal quests for  meaning on the part of individuals. God’s salvation of a 
people is revealed by a unified corporate history,  one that is most essentially about God in the midst of His people—a 
corporate fellowship with God. As  such Leslie Newbigin remarks,  

The Bible is not the story of ideas about God, but the story of the people of God… the  gospel does 
not come to each of us in isolation. It comes to us through a particular book and  through a 
particular fellowship… It is a false spirituality, divorced from the whole teaching of the  Bible 
which regards this visible and continuing church as of subordinate importance for the life of  
Christ… God meets us through his people here and now in the form of an actual invitation into the  
fellowship of a body of people calling themselves one Church.7  In short, to survey salvation 
history in both the Old and New Testaments is to review nothing  short of an unbroken history of 
temple formation from beginning to end. 

 
OC Survey 

Eden (Gen.1:1-2… Gen.1:27-28… Gen.3:8, 24 [Lev.23:3, Ex.26:1]) 
 

Meredith Kline in his Kingdom Prologue has meticulously documented how the creation story in 
Genesis is told in terms of the formation of a cosmic temple formed by the presence of God in Word and 
Spirit 

Temple language to Describe Created Order:  
• Temple description:  as the repeated use of “dome” to describe the heavens, the same 

term used associated with Gods’ sanctuary in Psalms 150. Accordingly, Isaiah 
described God as a great architect-artist who created the world “not to be empty (of 
Himself)… but as a place to live” (Isa. 45:18).  

• Doxological Telos: And clearly the effortless fiat character of the God’s work of 
creation prevents any misconception of the Creator’s Sabbath rest in Genesis 2:1-3 
being that of a wearied workman!  Rather, a better understanding would be to envision 
God in session, “seated” upon his throne in His royal creation-temple so as to be 
worshipped!   This fits the image of Isaiah 66:1, where after identifying heaven and 
earth as God’s “throne-room” the same word “shabbath” for “rest” in Genesis 2 is 
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repeated as to be synonymous with worship.  And in Psalms. 132, God’s “resting place” 
is described as God’s “dwelling place” and the place where we are to worship him at his 
footstool.” 

• Salvific Purpose: That the presence of the Spirit is intended to be a salvific presence, is 
indicated by its descent into a context that was “chaos and void.”  This same is used to 
describe God’s curse upon the world awaiting salvation by Jeremiah 4:23ff!  In Gen. 
1:1-2, if we interpret the context of the “chaotic void” in light of what is to follow in vs. 
3ff, together with prophetic application throughout scripture, the point is that pre-
created reality not only lacked in cosmological order, but also a kingdom order! 

• Priestly Vocation:  In Genesis 1:27-28 the divine mandate given to “image of God” is to 
“fill the earth and subdue it.”  This language is clearly priestly, as it is the same 
language applied to the role given to the cherubim with the flaming swords in Genesis 
3:24 in order to guard the entrance back into the Edenic presence of God, and repeated 
again as to guard the entrance back into holy of holies in the temple (Ex.26:1).The 
curse that was enacted against fallen humanity is stated in terms of being 
excommunicated from out of the temple of God—as from “before the face of God 
(Gen.3:8, c.f. Lev.23:3).  And for what other purpose should we attribute to Genesis 
when it is carefully noted that humanity was driven from out of the east side of the 
garden, the very same direction facing the entrance to the Mosaic temple! 

 
Bethel (Gen.12:9, 28:10-18, 31:13 

Stairway to Heaven 
We can say therefore that creation set into motion a redemptive history of subsequent new 
creations—all related to the ministry of Word as initiated by the descent of the Holy Spirit 
within a temple context!  To read the Bible is to read about the advent of God in salvation, 
albeit mediated through God’s Holy Temple presence!   It is one and the same history 
concerning God’s sacramental presence that will continue through the Patriarchal Era by 
means of God’s presence mediated at Bethel (the “house of God”).  During this context of 
redemptive history, Jacob will exclaim, “Surely the LORD is in this place” and “how awesome 
is this place! This is none other than the house of God, even the gate of heaven.”17  Perhaps 
even more astounding is the fact that God condescends to identify Himself with His 
sacramental presence on earth when He proclaims “I am the God of Bethel” (Gen.31:13).   As 
a result, God directed His people to Bethel for the purpose of finding salvation by means of 
covenant execution and renewal according to Genesis.35:1ff. 

 
Moses (Psm. 46, c.f. Gen.15, 26:24, Ex. 29:42, Dt. 12:5. Lev. 22:3, 

Under the Old Covenant context, Psalms 46 proclaimed that the “refuge and strength” of God 
is  “a very present help in times of trouble—when “mountains seem to shake… and the waters 
roar and foam.”  We are reminded then of a salvation, in classic poetic prose, that is 
accomplished by God’s presence!  And lest we misread the psalmist on this point, the sort of 
divine presence extolled was not a mere individualized or democratized presence.  It was not 
even a universalized or omnipresent kind of presence of God.  Rather, it was the sort of 
presence mediated in “the holy place of the tabernacle of the most high, where God is in the 
midst of her” so that “she shall not be moved.”18  Indeed, true spirituality in the Old 
Testament was experienced with such words as “dwelling place” and  “tabernacle,” even as 
covenants were initiated and sealed through rites whereby God manifested his presence to his 
people.19 
 
E.g In the Mosaic covenant, John Durham has noted concerning the book of Exodus how  “the 
centerpiece of its theological unity is the theology of Yahweh present with and in the midst of 
his people Israel!”20  Durham recounts how God’s revelation to Moses was established by 
God’s presence, how the very basis of Moses’ confidence was predicated upon God’s promise of 
presence, how God’s presence established the covenantal relationship, and how God’s 

                                                
17 c.f. Abraham and Bethel in Gen. 12:8, Jacob and Bethel in Gen. 28:16-18 
18 The NRSV reads “holy habitation,”  The NASV reads  “holy dwelling place.”  The Hebrew word is y´nV;kVvIm, the same word for “tabernacle” used in 

Exodus 24-27 and the word that is almost exclusively used in the Old Testament concerning the visible dwelling place of God.  
19 c.f. Gen.15, 26:24, Ex. 29:42, Dt. 12:5. Lev. 22:3, Ps.76.2, Pss 76:2, Num.35:34. 
20 John Durham, “Exodus”, Word Biblical Commentary Vol 3 (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1987) p. xxi 
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presence promised guidance, protection and success in the settlement of the Promised Land.  
It can be shown how God’s presence solemnized the covenant with Israel, even as the 
presence of Yahweh was at the center of the elaborate instructions for worship.21  It is 
therefore no surprise that when the people wanted to sing songs of praise concerning the 
blessed salvation of God in celebration of the exodus event, and their subsequent conquest 
and settlement of Canaan, that what they sang about over and over again was God’s 
presence.22 

 
The Bible is not the story of ideas about God, but the story of the people of God…the gospel does not come to 
each of us in isolation.  It comes to us through a particular book and through a particular fellowship… it is a 
false spirituality, divorced from the whole teaching of the Bible which regards this visible and continuing 
church as of subordinate importance for the life of Christ… God meets us through his people here and now in 

the form of an actual invitation into the fellowship of a body of people calling themselves one Church?23 
 

NC Survey 
John 1:31-32… 6:56… 14-20…  
 
In John 14  we pick up with wht is often described in Johnnine studies as the “Farewell Discourses” in lasting 
through chapter 17. 

 It is set up by the bomb-shell of a disclosure by Jesus in chapter 13,—that his “hour had come” 
 i.e. to depart from this world and go to the Father… 13:33, Where I am going, you cannot 
come.’ 

 

What did they hear?   
If to be a disciple of Christ during his earthly ministry meant hanging out with Christ… what does it 
mean now that he is gone?   
Would Christianity forever be in memory of Christ, a political crusade based on his politics, a cause, 
an ethic based upon his teachings, a special meeting to memorialize his life, a philosophy… what?    
 
In John 14-15-- —the whole thing turns on the question that was raised by Philip  

“Lord, show us the Father, and it is enough for us.” (or and we will be satisfied) 
 
As horrible as it is that you are going to leave us Lord—if only you would “show us the Father” then 
we will be content (satisfied) if not also filled with sorrow!!  

Evidently, Jesus leaving the earth presented a spiritual crisis for Philip— 
THE FIRST CENTURY CONTEXT: A CRISIS IN TEMPLE SIRITUALITY  
Then—at the prospect of loosing Jesus, it was the prospect of loosing a personal, uniquely 
particularistic sort of spirituality—if Jesus is going to go where we can’t follow him—then how will 
religion not be reduced to mere spiritual mysticism much like the kind that was emerging in 1st 
century Christianity even…(Christian Gnosticism as related to the prior Jewish Gnosticism that 
proceeded it)  

 “Lord, show us the Father” was a particularly classic Jewish way of saying Lord—is our spirituality, 
in your absence, going to be any different from the spirituality of the pagan religions and 
Jewish/Christain mysticism/Gnosticism on the one hand (religion of spirituality without personal 
God, or Jewish Fundamentalism on the other (religionh of laws)  

OT—God the Father=  To think of God not as a “power/spirit in the world” OR AS a mere 
ethical system of laws/rules  but as “Father” --is a reflection of Israel’s SPIRITUALITY 

as a spirituality in personal relationship with a personal, living, God.  God has feelings, 

will, opinion, rights, etc… WE relate to God NOT by looking within ourselves, or looking 
to nature in an abstract sense, or even primarily as an ethical/legal system-- but by God’s 

self disclosure in time and space through real coveants and redemptive activity done by a 

personal God!!    

                                                
21 Ex.3:6, Ex.4:5; Ex. 3:12, 4:11, 15; Ex. 20:1-8;  Ex. 23:20-33; Ex. 24:5-8; Ex. 25-31 respectively. 
22 Ex.15:11ff. 
23 Leslie Newbigin, The Reunion of the Church, (NY, NY: Harper & Row, 1948)p. 27, 29 
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o I.e. Deeply embedded within their historical and theological framework, Israel’s 

identification with their God is pictured through a familial relationship.  
 

!“For You are our Father, though Abraham does not know us and Israel does not 
recognize us. You, O LORD, are our Father, Our Redeemer from of old is Your name.” 
(Isaiah 63:16)! 
 
!“But now, O LORD, You are our Father, We are the clay, and You our potter; And all of 
us are the work of Your hand.” (Isaiah 64:8)!! 
 
“For you are a holy people to the LORD your God; the LORD your God has chosen you 
to be a people for His own possession out of all the peoples who are on the face of the 
earth. The LORD did not set His love on you nor choose you because you were more in 
number than any of the peoples, for you were the fewest of all peoples, but because the 
LORD loved you and kept the oath which He swore to your forefathers, the LORD 
brought you out by a mighty hand and redeemed you from the house of slavery, from 
the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt.” Deuteronomy 7:6-8 !! 
 
!“Thus you are to know in your heart that the LORD your God was disciplining you just 
as a man disciplines his son.” (Deuteronomy 8:5)!!“Is not He your Father who has 
bought you? He has made you and established you.” (Deuteronomy 32:6) 

Thus 
The fourth Gospel articulates the fatih of late first century Christian community.  This 
community, now cast out of the synagogue (9:22, 12:42, 16:2) tells the story of Jesus in such a 
way as to reassure its Jewish members that they have not lost their heritage (and to 
distinguish their apostolic interp. Of Jesus from both Torah idolatry Judaism and 
Gnostic/Mystical JudaismChristianity)  ON the contrary, they are the real inheritors of all that 
Judaism promises,.  In the person, words and ministry of Jesus, God’s former gifts to Israel are 
brought to their perfection (1:17).  Jesus is the one and only revealer of God (1:18, 3:13); Jesus 
is the one and only way to the Father (Israel’s true and Personal God), who can offer truth and 
life (14:6).  He is God STILL TABERNACLING WITH US!!  
 

Jesus Response:  You will always have the tabernacle, albeit in Two Stage:  

The Disciples were “greatly distressed” or Stirred with sorrow…  
 

What do you think Jesus did? What was his reponse?  
 
Vs.1  Let not your hearts be troubled… believe in God, believe even in Me! 
 
Now was this a rebuke—was Jesus telling them that their great distress and sorrow was wrong?   
 
Interestingly:  Same word was used to describe Christ when he heard of Lazereths Death 

‘he was deeply moved in his spirit and greatly distressed’ Jn 11:33…  
 
Whatever Jesus said, it evidently worked.. for after Christ’s death—they went to Jerusalem... and it  
 
No, it isn’t a rebuke, it is a cause for hope and comfort, even optimism... Why??   

 
I. Our Reasonable and Ultimate Cause for comfort and even rejoicing... Expected Reunion!  

 
WHY?    Its not final!!!  

I will come again and will take you to myself, so that where I am, there you may be also. 
 

I.e. in the same breath he appeals to them to continue to believe in him, a motif carried through in what 
follows (vs. 10ff) .. and especially as related to his teaching that his departure will not be final... but will keep 
his earlier promise (13:36) that they will follow him later..  
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Follow him where?   
 
Specifically:  
a) “place” 3x? And notice especially, I go to prepare a “place” for you…    

 
b) Place = “Fathers House”  with “many dwellings...   

In my fathers house are many dwellings 
Thus, Heaven = House of God... in that house, there is room room in abundance... that is what 
makes it his fathers house—with Preparing a place” is again have a concept that has clear 
parallels in the NT  

 
House of God—in the OT  and in Jewis and Hellenistic writing fo the time of Jesus would have 
normally been used of the temple!!  House of God Ie.. 85 times uses in O and N testament—all for 
temple...   House of the Lord ... 232 times...  
Household of God 

1Chr. 6:48 
and their kindred the Levites were appointed for all the service of the tabernacle of the house of 

God.  
2Chr. 5:14... for the glory of the LORD filled the house of God. 
Ezra 2:68 As soon as they came to the house of the LORD in Jerusalem, some of the heads of 
families made freewill offerings for the house of God, to erect it on its site. 
Matt. 12:4 He entered the house of God and ate the bread of the Presence, which it was not 
lawful for him or his companions to eat, but only for the priests. 

Eph. 2:19 
So then you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are citizens with the saints and 
also members of the household of God,  
1Tim. 3:15 if I am delayed, you may know how one ought to behave in the household of 
God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and bulwark of the truth. 

   
Ie.. where Jesus goes is the temple, even as this is assumed here to be “heaven”  
 
Heaven is household of God =  temple!!!!    
Dwellings and rooms as a term for the place where people will be after this life was known in 
the religious world of Jesus day—i.e as again related to temple.. but also where one goes after 
death..  
 

Too Good to be true?  
An amazing concession—“if it were not so I would not have told you...”  

Ie.. it sounds too good to be true, this reunion of presence.. but don’t let this get in the way of 

believing...   For I am going away precisely for the purpose of preparing a place for you”   
 

AND THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING ABOUT BOTH LIFE AND DEATH!!   
“DO NOT LET YOUR HEARTS BE TROUBLED… 

 
c) WE even know the way!  

.  4 And you know the way to the place where I am going.”  5 Thomas said to him, “Lord, we do not know 
where you are going. How can we know the way?”  6 Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, 
and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. 

 
This is an important statement—as it gives us a clue as to what to expect...  
I.e. “I am the way”—e.g. the “first fruit” as it where, the way of Jesus is OUR WAY—WE WILL FOLLOW 
AFTER IN THE SAME PATTERN OF CHRIST’S LEAVING... AND COMING AGAIN...  
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II. A Two Stage “PLACE” AS RELATED TO OUR REMAINING IN FELLOWSHIP WITH CHRIST AND ALL 

WHO DIE IN CHRIST.  
 

CHRIST’S WAY:   

1. PLACE =  CHRIST’S SPIRITUAL PRESENCE DURING HIS “WORK OF PREPARATION” (ASCENDED 
MINISTRY) 

a) Pen-ultimate Temple:  

 By the advent of the Holy Spirit TO EARTH—Christ is with us even now, through His 
Spiritually enlived word, Sacrament and the communion of the saints—we are really and 

truly in fellowship with Christ, even as he is bodily absent== the importance of the 

church—there is not real fellowship with hrist apart from fellowship in the visible 
church!!   

John 14:16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Advocate, to be 
with you forever.  17 This is the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, 
because it neither sees him nor knows him. You know him, because he abides with 
you, and he will be in you.... 18 “I will not leave you orphaned; I am coming to you.  
19 In a little while the world will no longer see me, but you will see me; because I 
live, you also will live. 
 14:25 “I have said these things to you while I am still with you.  26 But the 
Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you 
everything, and remind you of all that I have said to you. 

 
Answer is the coming of yet “another” advocate/witness in the coming Christ AGAINS BY 
THE ADVENT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT WHO IS ONE WITH CHRIST EVEN AS CHRTIST IS ONE 
WITH THE FATHER…  

• I.E. Jesus speaks of going to prepare  a place fro them in “my 
fathers house” (we have seen how this is synonomous to “temple”cf. chapter 
2, even as temporary fulfilled in Christ body 2:21)  the use of “household” is 
then used to speak of the fathers “house” and therefore the temple!!! So…  

• How is the household/temple of God to be?  The holy spirit who then 
sets apart a people who love one another—even as to complete the argument” 
as the father sent me, so I send you” in the power of the Holy Sprit—the 
churchbecome then the temple of God, albeit mediated presence of Christ in 
our midst today…  

• The community of believers will be drawn into God’s own household 
when the paraclete comes. The paraclete, dwelling in the diciples, will mediate 
ta continuing presnce of Jesus.   

• The description of the believes as the living temple of God is a 
matter of promise which is later fulfilled after Christ ascension into heaven 
the sending of the Holy Spirit to re-form the temple—Acts 2-3.     

  
Ascended ministry and Another paraclete”  

16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Helper (paraclete), [2] to be with 
you forever, 17 even the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it neither 
sees him nor knows him. You know him, for he dwells with you and will be in you. 

Note:  

• another—Whatever the Holy Spirit is- it’s function is to continue what Jesus did!! In this 
immediate context- (which is often negated in translations it seems)   The work that Jesus 
is referring is his work of “witness” to the Father!!   

 
Notice also—in the coming of the Holy Spirit—“I will come to you” (vs. 18 

18 “I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. 19 Yet a little while and the 
world will see me no more, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live. 
20 In that day you will know that I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you. 
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o Somehow, the paraclete will take Jesus place after Jesus bodily departure (c.f 

16:7) and in his activity as paraclete will do nothing other htan what Jesu has 
been doing except that in doing it he will continue and advance Jesus work of 
doing it..  

 
Richard Gaffin, in his Perspectives on Pentecost has observed how, “As far back as the first 
chapter of John there is the promise that Christ will baptize with the Holy Spirit (vs. 33).  This 
promise anticipates Christ’s teachings in John 14-17 concerning His coming again in the Holy 
Spirit—a clear reference to Pentecost and the ensuing temple formation built upon the foundation of 
the apostles with Christ as the cornerstone.   

 
In John 14-16, Jesus promised the coming of the Holy Spirit as yet “another” counselor and 
comforter.  The point being made in 14:12ff especially is that the gift of the Holy Spirit is conditioned 
upon both His going to the Father and at the same time his coming back to them.  Very carefully, 
Jesus says  

 “I will not leave you orphaned; I am coming to you. In a little while the world will no longer 
see me, but you will see me; because I live, you also will live. On that day you will know that 
I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you” (vs. 18-20).   
 
Note especially, however Christ will come again, it will have the effect of “Christ being in 
us, even as this is related to the father being in Christ!  
 

Christ further speaks of making his “home with us” (vs. 14:23).  And then immediately he says, “I 
have said these things to you while I am still with you. But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the 
Father will send in my name, will teach you everything, and remind you of all that I have said to you 
(vs. 25-26). 
 

Here again, Christ will leave, but then “will “come” after “a short while” to manifest himself 
to them (14:23) just as at some time he will come again to take them to himself  in his 
Fathers house” (14:3).  (I.e. a two phase “coming again” – one in, with and by the Spirit, 
the other by means of his glorified and bodily advent) 
 
Again, as noted by Ridderbos—“The Spirit “dwells with them and will be in them (14:17) in 
order to maintain their fellowship with their heavenly Lord.” (Ridderbos, p.483) 
 

IN other words, as related to Christ Trinitarian unity with the Spirit, and then via the Spirit his 
Christological unity with believers, the work of the Spirit is envisioned NOT AS SOME addendum to 
the work of Christ.  It is not some more or less independent sphere of activity that goes beyond or 
supplements what Christ has done. The Spirit’s work is not a “bonus” added to the basic salvation 
secured by Christ.  Rather, the coming of the Spirit brings to light not only that Christ HAS lived, and 
HAS done certain things, but that He is the source of eschatological life NOW!  It is essentially Christ 
making good His promise, “And behold, I am with you until the end of the age!” (Mt.28:2)   As then 
affirmed as well by Gaffin,   

 

The gift of the Spirit is nothing less than the gift of Christ himself to the church, the Christ 
who has become what he is by virtue of his sufferings, death, and exaltation.  In this sense 
the gift (baptism, outpouring) of the Spirit is the crowning achievement of Christ’s work.  It 
is his coming in exaltation to the church in the power of the Spirit.  IT completes the once-
for-all accomplishment of salvation.  It is the apex thus far reached in the unfolding of 
redemptive history.  Without it, the work that climaxes in Christ’s death and resurrection 
would be unfinished, incomplete.( Gaffin, p.21.) 

 
John 15 is  organized around one major command,  

vs. 4: Abide in me as I abide in you… 
 

this whole passage is set into the context of Jesus leaving the earth, and what, on earth, we are to 

be doing as followers of Christ—the answer here given is “abide in Christ, even as Christ abides in 
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us” as informed by the whole of John’s “temple” theology of the gospel 

Illustrated:  

In chapter 2, The Jews ask for a “Sign”-e.g. ‘what authority do you have…    
 
19 Jesus answered them, “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up.”  

 
Destruction serves the purpose of reconstructing an even better temple!!  
 

21 But he was speaking of the temple of his body.  22 After he was raised from 
the dead, his disciples remembered that he had said this; and they believed the 
scripture and the word that Jesus had spoken.  

 
And yet, John makes it clear that the temple Jesus was referencing as being raised up on 
the third day was the “temple of his body” (vs. 21) and tells that after his resurrection the 
disciples remembers Jesus statement (vs. 22)  
 
IN other words—whereas the “this” temple is refereeing to the literal temple that the 
Jewish authories were destroying, the temple that would replace it was none other the 
temple that Christ would build after his resurrection—e.g. pointing to his post-resurrected 
or ascended ministry!!  

 
 
POINT: Just as you are destroying the typolotical temple—you will destroy the real and 
eternal temple (cruxifition)—and yet, what you do in malice, becomes the very means 
of Grace for God in fulfillment of his eternal plan—because the effect will be to do away 
with the era of a geographically located temple made with hands- and to contruct that 
temple not made with hands in our midst—even the temple of Christ as this will be 
contructed by the Holy Spirit in the NT church!!  
 

E.g. John is writing theology here—he is saying Christ is the temple himself in his early 
ministry—and in his ascended ministry after the resurrection will construct the temple of 
the last days.    John  is explaining Christ humiliation and cross as a necessary and 
intended aspect of the Messianic ministry—as to ultimate accomplish the purification and 
temple rebuilding that he was sent to do..  

 

John 1:14And the Word became flesh and tabernacled among us, and we have 
seen his glory, the glory as of a father’s only son, full of grace and truth. 

 

2) Ultimate Stage (Rev. 20-21) Reunion of Heaven-Earth as “Temple of God”  
Its not final!!!  

I will come again and will take you to myself, so that where I am, there you may be 
also. 

 
I.e. in the same breath he appeals to them to continue to believe in him, a motif carried 
through in what follows (vs. 10ff) .. and especially as related to his teaching that his 
departure will not be final... but will keep his earlier promise (13:36) that they will follow 
him later..  
 
Follow him where?   
Revelation 21:1, Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth 
had passed away...  

Here, the word is "new" as in  kainos, not "new as in  (neos)-- note the difference 
neos 

1. New,  vs. aged old (wine)  
2. young 
3. novice 
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Here, in the sense of what a thing actually is? 
kainon 

1. "unused"  (as in wineskins) 
2. as in previously not present (unknown, strange, remarkable). (Mk.1:27, Ac17:19, 
Rv.2:17 
3. In contrast to something old or obsolete as in "revived."  (Eph.2:15, 1 Cor.11:25, 2 
Cor.3:6) 

 
Rev. 21:2 And heaven comes to earth... New Jeruslaem is established...  
That is, it is heaven that comes to earth!!!!  
 

2 And I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, 
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.  3 And I heard a loud voice from the 
throne saying,   
 “See, the home of God is among mortals.  
 He will dwell with them as their God;  
 they will be his peoples,  
 and God himself will be with them;  
4  he will wipe every tear from their eyes.  
 Death will be no more;  
 mourning and crying and pain will be no more,  
 for the first things have passed away.” 

  
1. Christ’s resurrection was not an individual resurrection, but a “first fruit” 

resurrection as to be the first of many after him!!!   
2. Our resurrection will be after the same type as his—BODILY  
3. Our bodily resurrection will then require a bodily/physical “place”   

 
 

Luke 3:22… Acts 1:5… Acts 2:41-42… Acts 9:31 
The same integration between Christ’s bodily advent and his spiritual advent at Pentecost can be 
discerned in Luke’s writings as well.  For in comparing Luke 3:22 with Acts 1:5, Gaffin discerns how  
“the overall structure of Luke-Acts is related then to the connection between John ‘s water baptism 
and Holy Spirit baptism.”24  Gaffin therefore comments,  

 
At the Jordan, the spirit was given to Jesus by the Father (Luke 3:22) as endowment for 
the messianic task before him, in order that he might accomplish the salvation of the 
church: at Pentecost, the Spirit received by Jesus from the Father, as reward for the 
redemptive work finished and behind Him, was given by Him to the church as the promised 
gift of the Father…25 

 
In other words, when Luke says in Acts 1:5 for John baptized with water, but you will be baptized 
with the Holy Spirit not many days from now, Luke in no uncertain terms renders Christ’s reception 
of baptism during his incarnation as somehow incomplete apart from Christ’s gift of baptism after 
his ascension! Therefore, we can say “all four gospels record the preparatory ministry of John the 
Baptist as pointing to Christ the “lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world” (John 1:29), and 
then point to “the one who baptizes with the Holy Spirit” (v. 33). “Whereas John’ ministry is 
preparatory, Jesus’ role is fulfillment.”26 
 

It is therefore not surprising that when Peter is asked to explain the meaning of Pentecost, he 
doesn’t preach the “Holy Spirit,” rather he preaches “Christ.”  “Peter’s sermon in Acts 2:14-39 
is basically Christ centered, even as it results in ecclesial formation!  For the result of Pentecost 
was not merely individual conversions, but the presence of God in Word, Sacraments and Order 
as noted in Acts 2, where it is said that Christ was proclaimed such that those who “received” 

                                                
24 Richard Gaffin, Perspectives On Pentecost, (Phillipsburg, NJ, Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co. 1979), p. 17. 
25 Ibid, p. 17. 
26 Gaffiin, p. 14.  
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the message “were baptized” even as they “devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and 
koinonia, to the breaking of bread and the prayers. (Acts 2:41-42).  Indeed, Luke’s summary of 
the apostles’ ministry throughout Acts is stated in terms of ecclesial formation.  Paul, for 
instance, made it his business to appoint elders wherever he went demonstrating that the 
ultimate object of his labors was new churches (Acts 14:23).  And while we clearly see 
preaching as one of the means used by the apostles in Acts, we come to this striking observation 
in Acts 9:31: "then the churches throughout all Judea, Galilee, and Samaria had peace and were 
edified."  In other words, as summary to the work of the apostles, what we see is that church 
planting had been co-extensive with preaching. 

Mt. 16 
Mt 6 

The overwhelming main theme of the Gospels—is that in the coming of Christ is the coming of the 
kingdom of God...  

Matt. 4:17 From that time Jesus began to proclaim, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven 
has come near.”  
 
Matt. 4:23 Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their synagogues and proclaiming 
the good news of the kingdom and curing every disease and every sickness among the 
people.  
 

The church Is the epicenter of the Kingdom of God 
The language of “kingdom in the Lord’s prayer is related to “on earth as it is in heaven”— 

Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven!!! 
 
Compare then This language as it shows up again only as it is related directly to the work of the 
church... in Mt 16... and as specifically identified as synonomous to the church.  
 
That the church is the “fortress” even of the Kingdom of God is made clear  

Vs. `18: I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it. 
 

This is taught elsewhere both in the OT and New 
ekklesia   "the church" = called out into an assembly 

Dif. "a public assembly of citizens joined together under a common 
government"  

 
Hebrew counterpart often used to describe Israel as an assembly of God's 
people.  
Deut 4:10, 9:10, Lev. 23:31 Chron.13:1-2, 2 Chron. 1:2-33, etc.  

Therefore, in Hebrews 12:23, the new assembly (ekklesia) is compared 
to the old assembly (ekklesisia) 

 
9 I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be 
bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” 

 
HOW, is the church so powerful--  

9 I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in 
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” 
 

i. Keys = power to open and close something!!!    
The Biblical context  
 
Was often used to describe the priestly role of those who guarded the temple!!!  

  

1 Chron. 9:17-27 describes the “gatekeepers” (puvlai) of the Temple have the duty 
of employing keys(tw'n kleidw'n ) to open it every morning  
 

**Neh. 7:1ff (LXX, 17.1ff) 
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Neh. 7:1   Now when the wall had been built and I had set up the doors, and the 
gatekeepers (oiJ pulwroi), the singers, and the Levites had been appointed, 2   I gave 
my brother Hanani charge over Jerusalem, along with Hananiah the commander of 
the citadel-- for he was a faithful man and feared God more than many. 3   And I said 
to them, "The gates of Jerusalem (puvlai Ierousalhm) are not to be opened until the 
sun is hot; while the gatekeepers are still standing guard, let them shut 
(kleievsqwsan) and bar the doors. Appoint guards from among the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, some at their watch posts, and others before their own houses." 
 

Isa.22:20-22 
20   On that day I will call my servant Eliakim son of Hilkiah,   21 and will clothe 
him with your robe and bind your sash on him. I will commit your authority to his 
hand, and he shall be a father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem and to the house of 
Judah.   22 I will place on his shoulder the key of the house of David; he shall open, 
and no one shall shut; he shall shut, and no one shall open.  

 
I.e. In the exercise of the “keys” of the kingdom, the gatekeepers (church-officers) 

will open and shut the doors of the visible kingdom of heaven.  This will keep the people 
safe from the kingdom of darkness.  

Prophecy Concerning coming Kingdom:    
Is. 9:6-7,  All previous government will be fulfilled by the Messiah 
"and the government shall rest on His sholders"he will be called wonderful 
counselor, prince of peace..." 

 
ii. The power of keys is to “bind and loose” as related to opening and shuting!!  

 
To Bind—to bring someone  under authority and protection of the government of God’s 
kingdom...  (e.g. both positive sense of binding someone into the governments protection, 

care... negative sense of binding someone under governments censure/discipline! 

To Loose- to set someone outside the care/governance/protection/discipline of the kingdom 

..  
 

NOTICE then how this same language is just a couple of chapters later used by Christ, this time to speak to 

the issue of recovering a wayward Christian~!!  
Mat. 18.15-18,  
“If another member of the church sins against you, go and point out the fault when the two of you 
are alone. If the member listens to you, you have regained that one.  16 But if you are not listened 
to, take one or two others along with you, so that every word may be confirmed by the evidence of 
two or three witnesses.  17 If the member refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; (e.g. get the 
church, the pillar and bulwark, involved!!!)  
 
and if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let such a one be to you as a Gentile and a 
tax collector.  E.g. “loose him—excommunicate him...  
 
18 Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on 
earth will be loosed in heaven.   

19 Again, truly I tell you, if two of you agree on earth about anything you ask, it will be 
done for you by my Father in heaven.  20 For where two or three are gathered in my name, 
I am there among them.” 

 

Think of the power here.. it is the power of bringing someone under salvation, protection, care—or not!!!  
John 20:23 Whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye 
retain, they are retained. KJV 
John 20:23 If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you retain the sins of any, they 
are retained.” NRSV 

 

In what sense exactly does this church “bind and loose”  
Declaratively only—e.g. Christ ordinarily “speaks” throught eh church his judgments as a act of 
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bidning and loosing (albeit acknowledging that the church is fallible)  
 
Instrumentally only—the church by its activfity and ministry of word and sacrament and communal 
activity/pastoral care—are only instruments in the hands of the agent of power..  
 

That is to say, the church IS THE KINGDOM OF GOD on earth, even as whatver power is related to the 
kingdom of God is related to the power that is executed in and through the church!!!   And as screwtape 
counseled wormwood—not some invisible ideiological chuch, but that  church that is visualized, externalized, 
contretized in the visible, parish, community of assembled believers upon the foundation that was given 
through the apostles—this is exactly what our passage says—notice therefore...  

 
1 Cor.3:16… 2Cor.6:16 

In other words, we have seen how apart from the church, we do not have full access to Christ 
by means of His advent in the Holy Spirit. The gospel according to Paul is not a transition 
from temple to “no temple” as some would have it.  In this regard, Paul's teaching for us 
under the New Covenant is no different than the prophetic teaching under the Old Covenant, 
that salvation is described with the promise " I will dwell with them" (2 Cor. 6:16). This is also 
Paul’s point in 1 Corinthians 3, even as Richard Hayes has observed, 

 
Paul dares to assert [that] the community is the place where God dwells. "Do you not know," he asks, "that 
you [plural] are God's temple and that God's Spirit dwells in you [plural]?"(3:16). To read this last 
sentence as though it spoke of the Spirit dwelling in the body of the individual Christian would be to miss the 
force of Paul's audacious metaphor: the apostolically founded community takes the place of the Jerusalem 

temple as the place where the glory of God resides.27 
 

 
Ephesians: The Ascended Ministry of Christ and Temple Spir itual ity  

(Eph. 1:22-23, 2:11ff, 4:16, etc)   
 

• Eph. 1: the church, which is his body, the fullness of him ho fills all in all…  
Temple language 
OT: “filling” reference to shikanah glory in temple (glory fills the temple)  

Ex. 40:34 Then the cloud covered the tent of meeting, and the glory of the LORD filled the 
tabernacle.  35 Moses was not able to enter the tent of meeting because the cloud settled 
upon it, and the glory of the LORD filled the tabernacle. 

Eph.-- Note for instance  
1:22 And he has put all things under his feet and has made him the head over all things for the 
church,  23 which is his body, the fullness of him who fills all in all. 
 
2:20 built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus himself as the 
cornerstone.  21 In him the whole structure is joined together and grows into a holy temple in the 
Lord;  22 in whom you also are built together spiritually into a dwelling place for God. 

 
Notice then the language of “building up” and “joining together”—both of which are repeated in our text 
and are here directly related to the NC temple formation that is established upon the cornerstone of 
Christ and the foundation that is laid by apostolic authority/teaching…  

 
• Eph. 2:11ff Once… but now (x2)  

 

That the ministry of the Holy Spirit is BOTH individual and corporate in reality can be discerned as well 
in the very carefully crafted argument of Ephesians 2.   For beginning in Ephesians 2:1, Paul will utilize a 
“once… but now” literary framework to describe the work of the Holy Spirit in personal salvation.28  And 
yet, all too often, this is where we stop reading.  We should therefore be careful to notice how the “once… 
but now” framework is explicitly repeated by Paul beginning in vs. 11, and completed in vs. 21.29 The 

                                                
27 Richard B. Hayes, Eccesiology and Ethics in 1Corinthians, (located on the web. )N.p.  
28 pote (vs. 2ff)… de« (vs.4ff) 
29 pote...nuvn (vs. 11ff)… nuni« de«« (vs.13ff) 
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repetition speaks volumes—as to say in bold terms, “this is still about the gospel!”  This time, the 
emphasis is corporate, about a people once estranged from God by means of being alienated from the 
corporate presence of God! 

 
• Eph. 2:22fftabernacle of God (vs. 22… c.f. Psm.46:4, etc)  

 

According then to Ephesians, Paul makes the case for the gospel that assumes the church “built upon the 
foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus himself as the cornerstone.”  And notice 
especially that Paul explicitly references a “structure” that is being “joined together” such as to grow into 
a holy temple in the Lord,” even that which is “in Christ” being “built together spiritually into a dwelling 
place for God” (Eph. 2:20ff).  E.g. Christ’s advent in the Holy Spirit acting in, through and with the visible 
Church!  This is even more clear when it is further observed how this language of “being joined together” 
is used again in Ephesians 4:16 concerning the descent of Christ in the Holy Spirit related to the 
institution of the apostolic and then post apostolic offices!  Their purpose was again to “join together” the 
body of Christ— probably a reference to their role of “organizing” churches. 30  As constructed then upon 
the apostolic foundation, one can at the very least conclude that the construction of an assembly included 
instructions in “doctrine, sacrament and government all of which was related to the “building of the 
temple.”31  

 
• Eph. 4: Ascended/Descended (The Ascended Ministry of Christ explained)  
 

Eph. 4:7 

 But each of us was given grace according to the measure of Christ’s gift.  8 Therefore it is said,   

 “When he ascended on high he made captivity itself a captive;  

  he gave gifts to his people.”  

9 (When it says, “He ascended,” what does it mean but that he had also descended into the lower 

parts of the earth?  10 He who descended is the same one who ascended far above all the heavens, so 

that he might fill all things.)   

 
• Ascencded/Descended 

• Ascended… descended… 

Priestly pattern initiated by Moses especially as succeeded by Levites… here 

fulfilled in Christ.. 

Heb. 10:21 and since we have a great priest over the house of God, 

 
10 He who descended is the same one who ascended far above all the heavens, so that he 

might fill all things.) 

 
R/H Observation and Context!!  
We should, at this point, observe a very important Old Testament pattern that is already exposed  
concerning the theological nature of God’s salvation. The pattern concerns a “once and for all” aspect 
of  salvation history related to God’s presence by the Holy Spirit that is continually applied and 
experienced  by God’s liturgical presence in the Holy Spirit acting through Word and sacrament in 
the tabernacle. In  other words, as illustrated in the Mosaic context, God’s saving activity was 
related to the “Glory-Spirit”  (Kline’s expression) of God that led Israel through the wilderness, even 
the same Glory-Spirit that  eventually settled upon the tabernacle in Exodus 40:34. Concerning this 

                                                
30 sunarmologoume÷nh, see also Ephesians 4:16. According then to Louw and Nida, this word can be used synonymously with  “assemble,” 

arrange, structure or even “organize.”  In 1Cor.12:20 for instance,  God is said to “structure (sugkera¿nnumi) the body of Christ as to give some greater 
honor than others.. And perhaps most significantly, Titus 1:5 applies the verb e˙pidiorqo/w to mean “set in order” or even  “organize” as to establish a 
church by means of the training and appointment of elders. Louw & Nida, #62.3,4,5.  C.f. T. David Gordon’s "Equipping" Ministry in Ephesians 4?”, 
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society  (March, 1994).    
31 This is perfectly illustrated when Paul speaks about the “pattern of sound words” related to his instructions to his young protégé, Timothy “in order 

that” he might “know how one ought to conduct oneself in the household of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and bulwark of the truth” 
(1 Timothy 3:14-15).  And would it surprise us that Paul’s “instructions” to Timothy covered such topics as instructions on ordination (1 Tim 3), worship 
(1Tim 2) and doctrine (1Tim 1) as no doubt being worked out in an assembled context?  Surely then, the “whole structure” being “joined together” upon 
the apostolic foundation spoken of in Ephesians included such things!  And as such, the “temple” being spoken of in Ephesians is both “spiritual” as to 
be animated into Christ by the Holy Spirit AND organized as to take on a definable and even “orthodox” form. 
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pattern, Torrance has observed  that the “once and for all event” of God’s salvation in the Exodus 
was accomplished through the  mediation of Moses directly, but then it was “remembered and 
participated in by the liturgy of the Old  Covenant as mediated through the priesthood in a secondary 
sense.”23  
 
Even while salvation was an  ongoing and dynamic reality by means of the priestly liturgy of the 
temple, it was a once and for all  historical reality as related to the historically grounded word-deed-
word pattern of God’s special  revelation. Or, to state it differently, one can discern between a 
“revelatory Word” by the Holy Spirit as  contained in the “once and for all” historical aspect and a 
“dynamic Word” by the Holy Spirit acting  continually in the temple; for example, the “Word” 
according to Moses was final and complete under the  old covenant even as the “Word” was 
effectually dynamic within the sacramental liturgy of the Aaronic  temple. Accordingly, Torrance 
explains:  
 

Over against Moses, and in secondary status, Aaron is regarded as the liturgical priest who 
carries  out in continual cultic witness the actual mediation that came through Moses. In 
this way, the cult  was a liturgical extension into the history of Israel and her worship of 
the once and for all events  of Exodus and Sinai… That which took place once and for all in 
the lawgiving and covenantal  atonement is enshrined in the liturgy of the Tabernacle. But 
it is extended cultically into the life  and history of Israel in such a way as to make clear 
that the priestly sacrifices and oblations are  carried out as liturgical witness to the divine 
glory and obedience to God’s proclamation of his  own Name in grace and judgment, in 
mercy and truth. (Royal Priesthood, p. 4)  
 

In other words, God was present to humanity (an incarnational aspect of God’s salvation) by the  
advent of the Holy Spirit acting through the priesthood, both in its Mosaic “once and for all” context 
and  in its Aaronic “continual” contexts; and, yet, at the same time humanity was present to God (an 
ascended  aspect of God’s salvation) as was accomplished by Moses (once and for all) and the 
Aaronic priesthood  (continually). The twofold “God humanward” and “human Godward” aspects of 
the priestly ministry in  the old covenant were accomplished (once and for all) by Moses to regulate 
and order the (continual)  participation in the priestly ministry by the Aaronic priesthood of the old 
covenant temple. Here again, we  see how Moses both ascended up unto the holy mountain shrouded 
in cloud and divine glory, even as he  descended in the midst of the people while radiating the 
spiritual presence of God in their midst—both  once and for all. Forever then under the old covenant, 
the meaning of salvation is contained in what was  accomplished by Moses.  But then again, the same 
twofold priestly actions of Moses were observed continually when it is  observed that “Aaron’s 
supreme function as high priest, bearing the iniquity of the people (Exod. 28:38;  Lev. 10:17; Num. 
18:23) was to ascend into the Holy of Holies once a year on the day of atonement,”  only then to 
return from behind the veil to the waiting congregation with the blessed “Peace be unto you”  to put 
the name of God upon them in benediction (Num. 6:22ff.).  
 
As noted by Torrance, “That which took  place once and for all in the lawgiving and covenantal 
atonement is enshrined in the liturgy of the  Tabernacle” (ibid.).  
 
The above twofold aspects of incarnation and ascension—both “once and for all” and  “continually”—
expose how God was both the object and subject of old covenant worship. God was the  one being 
worshipped and was by means of his presence in and through the liturgy the one worshipping  
vicariously on behalf of fallen humanity. Concerning then the two aspects of the priesthood, we find 
one  related to God’s salvation toward humanity (incarnation), the other related to God’s obedience 
on behalf  of humanity toward God (ascension). All in all, the whole liturgy was regarded by the Old 
Testament as  an ordinance of grace accomplished by God and applied by God. It was God himself who 
provided the  sacrifice, and the whole action is described, therefore, in the form of a divinely 
appointed response to  God’s Word (Exod. 25:22; Num. 7:89).  

 
Finally, and here is my point—this whole host of language and focus on the priestly activity of Christ 
(ascending and descending) as then related to the formation of a temple built on the foundation of the 
apostles is finally said to be continued by the Holy Spirit BY MEANS OF THE PASTORAL MINISTRY of the 
church today!!!  
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11 The gifts he gave were that some would be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some 
pastors and teachers,   
 

12 to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ,  13 
until all of us come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to 
maturity, to the measure of the full stature of Christ.  14 We must no longer be 
children, tossed to and fro and blown about by every wind of doctrine, by people’s 
trickery, by their craftiness in deceitful scheming.  15 But speaking the truth in love, 
we must grow up in every way into him who is the head, into Christ,  16 from whom 
the whole body, joined and knit together by every ligament with which it is equipped, 
as each part is working properly, promotes the body’s growth in building itself up in 
love. 

• Building up: 
In vs. 22  a kind of “union in Christ” is synonymous with “being built up together spiritually into a 
dwelling place of God.”  One ought not to pass over this word “together”, as it assumes an assembly 
or “ekklesia.”  Nor should we miss the significance of the phrase “dwelling place,” as it is one and the 
same word used in the Greek Old Testament for “tabernacle” such as in Psalms 46 vs. 4! 
 
Based upon the apostolic foundation, one can at the very least conclude that the construction of an 
assembly included instructions in “doctrine, sacraments and pastoral care,  all of which was related 
to the “building of the temple” as executed throughout the ages thorough the office of bishop-pastor! 

 
Building consist of what?  E.g what are the “foundations” handed down from Christ 
through the apostles as to be executed by pastors today—as related to Christ three-fold 
office of prophet priest and kingd—it is a construction of spirituality and lives in an 
ecclesial context of word, sacrament and pastoral care… This is perfectly illustrated 
when Paul speaks about the “pattern of sound words” related to his instructions to his 
young protégé, Timothy “in order that” he might “know how one ought to conduct 
oneself in the household of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and 
bulwark of the truth” (1 Timothy 3:14-15).  And would it surprise us that Paul’s 
“instructions” to Timothy covered such topics as instructions on ordination (1 Tim 3), 
worship (1Tim 2) and doctrine (1Tim 1) as no doubt being worked out in an assembled 
context?  Surely then, the “whole structure” (doctrine, worship, governed 
fellowship/pastoral care) is  being “joined together” upon the apostolic foundation 
spoken of in Ephesians included such things!  And as such, the “temple” being spoken 
of in Ephesians is both “spiritual” as to be animated into Christ by the Holy Spirit AND 
organized as to take on a definable and even “orthodox” form 

 
Paul explicitly references a “structure” that is being “joined together” such as to grow into a holy 
temple in the Lord,” even that which is “in Christ” being “built together spiritually into a dwelling 
place for God” (Eph. 2:20ff).  That is to say that Christ’s advent in the Holy Spirit acting in the 
visible Church is being realized by means of the organized structure that was joined together 
according to the apostolic foundation.  And then it is observed how this same language of “being 
joined together” is used again in Ephesians 4:16, this time as related to the descent of Christ in the 
Holy Spirit as applied to the post apostolic offices! 

 
• The Missional Church: IN, not of, for the world (Eph. 5)  

 
I. Eph. 1 and Trinitarian Missiology 
 

Vs. 3ff:  Father sends the Son for us!  
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in Christ with every 
spiritual blessing in the heavenly places,.. hat he freely bestowed on us in the Beloved… he has made 
known to us the mystery of his will, according to his good pleasure that he set forth in Christ,… as a 
plan for the fullness of time, to gather up all things in him, things in heaven and things on earth 

 

Vs. 11ff: 11 The Son Sends the Holy Spirit 
 In Christ we have also obtained an inheritance… in him you also, …were marked with the seal of the 
promised Holy Spirit;  14 this is the pledge of our inheritance 
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Vs. 1: 22, Eph 2—The Church as the Mediatorial Body of Christ’s Ascended Ministry by the Holy 
Spirit—Christ’s presence in the world…  

22 And he has put all things under his feet and has made him the head over all things for the 
church,  23 which is his body, the fullness of him who fills all in all. 
 
17 So he came and proclaimed peace to you who were far off and peace to those who were near;  
18 for through him both of us have access in one Spirit to the Father.  19 So then you are no 
longer strangers and aliens, but you are citizens with the saints and also members of the 
household of God,  20 built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus 
himself as the cornerstone.  21 In him the whole structure is joined together and grows into a 
holy temple in the Lord;  22 in whom you also are built together spiritually into a dwelling place 
for God. 

 

II. Eph. 5: Otherworldly (vs. 3-7)  
• List of Prohibitions (vs. 3-6) 

• The Principle: (vs. 7)  do not associate with them…  
The Big Question:  Are we to get out of the world and preserve ourselves and our 
families until Christ returns, or are we to get in the world albeit not of the world, for 
the world?   
 

vs. 7, 11: Do not associate with them  
Phil.4:14,  share in my trouble  (have a sympathetic interest in and participation 
with) 
Not:  Avoid all such people 
But: Have no sympathetic interest in or participation with the behavior of that 
which would be unpleasing to God.   
 

e.g.  

“do not associate”—does it mean “entrench” , it means, do not 

participate with them in these thigns…  

 
summe÷tocoß summetochos; from 4862 and 3353; partaking with, 
subst. a joint partaker: —fellow partakers (1), partakers(1) 
 
summe÷tocoß, ou m: (derivative of summete÷cw ‘to share in the 
possession of something,’ not occurring in the NT) one who shares in a 
possession or a relationship — ‘sharer, partner.’  

summe÷toca thvß e˙paggeli÷aß e˙n Cristw"ˆ #Ihsouv 
‘partners in the promise made through Christ Jesus’ Eph 3:6. 

 
Here again, temple language—applied to a communal idenity…  

E.g. we must be careful that our new identity be preserved… 
 

vs.11-12, but instead expose them 
Not enough to simply avoid, Paul commands us to expose that which is displeasing to God. 
Idea borrowed from 4:18:  

 

III. In the World (vs. 8-14a))  
•  “light” (c.f. Mt. 5:14, John 9:5, John 17:11 coupled with John 20:31,  Philip 2:15) 

vs.8:  For you were once darkness, but now (you are ) light in the Lord just as children 
walk in light 

 
IV. For The World (vs. 14b-15) 

 
• OT Expectation: Is.60:1, Is.9:2 

vs. 14, OT Quote 
Combination of OT themes: 
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Is.60:1 
Is 9:2, The people who walked in Darkness have seen a great light, those who lived in a 
land of deep darkness-- on them light has shined... For child is born... 
 
E.g. the Prophets looked forward to the Messianic era when the nations would be 
drawn to the light of Christ’s redeeming qualities!!!  
 From darkness unto light = Prophetic expectations for the coming age of the 
messiah. (so Johns intro...) 

Jn. 1, In him was life and the life was the light of many people.  The light shines 
in the darkness and the darness did not overcome it... John came to testify to the 
light... The true light which enlightens many was coming into the world... 
 

Quote from OC is vital to undersanding this text 
It is a missional passage as pertaining to the purpose of Israel and God’s 
promise of Israel’s role in bringing the nations to God!!  
 
 “awaken them—light in darkness” 
 
For the Jew familiar with OC prophecy, it wold be clear what Paul is 
saying— 
e.g.  

Isaiah—the mission 
Thus,  

 
Point:   We are in that messianic period long hoped for by the prophets that is 
characterized by a people who are light and who walk in the light. 

 
• “redeem” (c.f., Col. 4:2, Col.4:5-6)  

 
making the most--- – BAD TRANSLATION 
e ˙xagora¿zw; from 1537 and 59; to buy up, i.e. ransom, fig. to rescue from loss: —
redeem(1), redeemed(1). 
 
Used 4 times in the NT including this passage!!!  

 

E.g. 2 times: Used to decribe Christ’s work in saving us!!!  
aÓgora¿zwbÚ hjgora¿sqhte ga»r timhvß ‘for you were redeemed with a price’ 
1Cor 6:20. 
e˙xagora¿zwÚ Cristo\ß hJma"ß e˙xhgo/rasen e˙k thvß kata¿raß touv no/mou 
‘Christ has redeemed us from the curse that the Law brings’ Ga 3:13. 

 

The other time it is clearly used in reference to Paul’s desire to evangelize the world!!!  
Col. 4:2 
Devote yourselves to prayer, keeping alert in it with thanksgiving.  3 At the same 
time pray for us as well that God will open to us a door for the word, that we may 
declare the mystery of Christ, for which I am in prison,  4 so that I may reveal it 
clearly, as I should.  
 
Col. 4:5  Conduct yourselves wisely toward outsiders, redeeming the time.   

 
What is Paul referring to?  
6 Let your speech always be gracious, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how you 
ought to answer everyone 

 
• The Uniqueness of our  “time” or “age”  that makes this command so releveant(c.f. John 

9:4, Rev.22:20, Mt.2:13, 1Tim.4:1, 2Tim.3: 1)  
 

1. Last Days: 
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If think of redemptive history as consisting of a predetermined set of time 
periods, Paul understands that this present period is last in a long train of  
periods.  
 "Last day" = last period 
 
Affirmed by Christ also:  
"We must work the works of him who sent me while it is day; night is coming 
when no one can work" 
John 9:4 
 
The one who testifies to these things says, "Surely I am coming soon."  Amen  
come Lord Jesus! 
Rev. 22:20 

 
2. Evil days 

NOTICE:  
On the one hand, there is optimism about the present “time”, and yet alaso 
there is a realism “days are evil”  
What is going on here…  

days are evil:   (present age, present period of darkness) 
 Philip 2:13: We live "in the midst of a wicked generation" 
 Mt.12:39, "evil generation" 
 Gal.1:4, evil world 
 

In such a historical context:  Paul exhorts us to: 
watch carefully how you walk 

1 Tim. 4:1, Now the Spirit expressly says that in the last days some 
will renounce the faith by paying attention to deceitful spirits and 
teachings of demons... 
2 Tim. 3:1, You must understand this, that in the last days 
distressing time will come.  People will be lovers of themselves, 
lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their 
parents, ungrateful, unholy... haters of good, lovers of pleasure 
rather than lovers of God... (13) wicked people and imposters will go 
from bad to worse, deceiving others and being decieved... 

 
Paul's exhortation:  Be careful that the wisdom of the last days doesn't rule you, 
but rather buy back the day for the Kingdom of God by your walking in Godly 
wisdom. 

 
Point: WE live in an unpredented “time” relative to redemptive history..  
Gospel economics requires that we steward this unique era for the same of 
redemption!!!  

 
 

Summary:  
The ascension, (not the resurrection or parousia) thus becomes the climax of Jesus-history and the eschatological event fulfilling all 
the hopes of Israel. …The kind of ecclesiology we, wish to do is quite impossible, then, without careful attention to the ascension... the 
church is marked off from the world... by its mysterious union with one whose life, though lived for the world, involves a genuine 
break with it.32 

 
II.  The Construction of “High-Gospel” Biblical Theology of Missions 

and  Missional Ecclesiology  
 
Resources:  

                                                
32 Douglas Farrow, Ascension and Ecclesia (p. 11, 17) 
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• Preston Graham Jr. Lesslie Newbigin’s Missional Ecclesiology Explored and The Centrality 
of the Church as A Social Strategy (unpublished but located at 
www.christpresnewhaven.org/StudyCenterLinks.html) 

• Thomas F. Torrance, Royal Priesthood, (Edinburgh: Oliver and  Boyd, 1955) 
•  Darrell Guder, “The Church as Missional Community,” in Mark Husbands& Daniel Treier, 

eds., The Community of the Word: Toward an Evangelical Ecclesiology, Downers Grove: 
InterVarsity Press and Leicester: Apollos, 2005, pp. 114-128 

•  Lesslie Newbigin, c.f.  
o The Gospel in Today’s Global City, Selly Oak Occasional Paper No. 16 (1997) 

Can the West Be Converted? in The Best of Bishop Lesslie Newbigin from the 
International Bulletin of Missionary Research (January 1987), 1998, 

o “Religious Pluralism: A Missiological Approach”(1993) and published inTheology 
of Religions: Christianity and Other Religions (Roma: Pontifical Gregorian 
University), p.   227-244. 

o The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, Especially Chapter 10 &18, “The 
Congregation as Hermeneutic to the Gospel”  

• Tim Keller, The Missional Church, Evangelistic Worship  
 
Ecclesial IS Miss ionary!  
 

1)  Illus:  Warp and Woof—Mediatorial AND Eschatoogical Together 
2)  5 Foundations to A Re-formulated Christian Spiritual ity;  
Histor ical Analys is 

a.  High Church- Low Church 
b.  High Gospel—Low Gospel 

 
Such an ecclesiology pays particularly close attention to the "as" and the "so" in John's missional summary: "As my Father has 
sent me, so I send you."  God's incarnational action in history provides the church the content of its witness and defines how it is to 
be carried out.33 
 
The church is not the source of witness, it is the locus of witness…. The presence of a new reality, the presence in the shared life of 
the church of the spirit who is the arrobon of the kingdom, has become possible because of what Jesus has done, because of his 
incarnation, his ministry as the obedient child of his father, his suffering and death, his resurrection, AND his ascension into 
heaven and his session at the right hand of God…   It’s visible embodiment will be a community that lives by this story, a 
community whose existence is visibly defined in the regular rehearsing and reenactment of the story which has given it birth, the 
story of the self-emptying of God in the ministry of life, death and resurrection of Jesus.  Its visible center as a continuing social 
entity is that weekly repeated event in which believers share bread and wine as Jesus commanded, as his pledge to them and their 
pledge to him that they are one with him in his passion and one with him in his victory…34 
 
I confess that I have come to feel that the primary reality of which we have to take account in seeking for a Christian impact on 
public life is the Christian congregation..  How is it possible that the gospel should be credible, that people should come to believe 
that the power which has the last word in human affairs is represented by a man hanging on a cross?  I am suggesting that the 
only answer, the only hermeneutic of the gospel, is a congregation of men and women who believe it and live by it… This 
community has at its heart the remembering and rehearsing of his words and deeds, and the sacraments given by him through 
which it is enabled both to engraft new members into its life through the body broken and the lifeblood poured out.  It exists in 
him and for him.  He is the center of its life.  Its character is given to it, when it is true to ist nature, not by thee characters of its 
members but by HIS character.  Insofar as it is true to its calling, it becomes the place where men andd women andd children find 
that the gospel gives them the framework of understanding, the lenses through which they are able to understand and cope with the 
world.”  35 
 

Darrell Guder and others have introduced the term “missional theology” to emphasis the fundamentally missionary 
nature of the church over against the church that does “missions” as one of many programs within the church. 
 
Leslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society (Chapter 10: Logic of Mission) 

There has been a long tradition which sees the mission of the Church primarily as obedience to a command.  It 
has been customary to speak of “the missionary mandate”.”  This way of putting the matter is certainly not 

                                                
33 Darrel Guder, The Church As Missional Community 
34 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, Ch. 10, p. 120 
35 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, Chapter 18 
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without justification, and yet it seems to me that it misses the point.   It tends to make mission a burden 
rather than a joy, to make it part of the law rather than part of the gospel.   
 
If one looks at the NT evidence on e gets another impression.  Mission begins with a kind of explosion of joy.  
The news that the rejected and crucified Jesus is alive is something that cannot possibly be suppressed. It 
must be told 
 
The mission of the church in the pages of the NT is more like the fallout from a vast explosion, a radioactive 
fallout which is not lethal but life-giving.  
 
One searches in vain to find any suggestion that he anywhere lays  it on the conscience of his readers that 
they ought to be active in mission.   For himself, it is inconceivable that he should keep silent.  “Woe to me if I 
do not preach the gospel!”  (1Cor.9:16) But nowhere do we find him telling his readers that they have a duty 
to do so.   
 
Peter in Acts 2, Paul at Antioch of Pisidia, Peter’s meeting with cornelious, Stephen’s encounter with Philip…. 
in every case there is something present, a new reality as felt within a communal context—something is 
happening which then prompts the crowd to come together and ask” What is going on??   
 

e.g,. “The word "missional" has entered into the conversation as an attempt to emphasize the 
fundamentally missionary nature of the church, as over against understandings of mission that 
place it, typically, next to worship and service, as one dimension of the church's activity among 
several.  For the formulation of a truly "evangelical ecclesiology," the centrality of missional vocation 
for the very existence and action of the church is crucial.” Guder 

 
1) fundamentally missionary nature of the church --It concerns the missio Dei that is related to a participatio Dei 

conception of the church in union with Christ, related then to a Trinitarian conception of God, that forms the loci of a 
“missional theology.” 

“It is impossible to stress too strongly that the beginning of mission is not an action of ours, but the presence 
of a new reality, the presence of the Spirit of God in power…”   

As God is acting in, with and through the church, it can be rightly stated, using the language of Vatican II that “the 
church is missionary by its very nature.”  A “missional theology” applied ecclesially affirms sacramental union with 
Christ is in the world, not of the world and for the world.  Assumingly, a Trinitarian conception of God that is 
missionally expressed ecclesially, missional theology will understand God’s incarnational action in the world via the the 
advent of the Holy Spirit acting in, with and through the church  eschatologically.     
 
I am especially interested in Guder’s use of John  20:21  and how this relates to ecclesial evangelism (temple 
evangelism) less individual evangelism…  

John 20:21 
Jesus said to them again, “Peace be with you. As the Father has sent me, so I send you.” 

 
E.g this follows of course the whole Last supper discourse, including the Priestly prayer of Christ,  that I think points to 
an ecclesial fulfillment as related to the ascended ministry of Christ and His Pentecostal advent by the Holy Spirit in NC 
temple formation!  
 

Guder: “Such an ecclesiology pays particularly close attention to the "as" and the "so" in John's missional 
summary: "As my Father has sent me, so I send you."  God's incarnational action in history provides the 
church the content of its witness and defines how it is to be carried out.” 

 
 

2) R/H “Organic/Corporate Evangelist (vs. Individualist evenagelist)  
In the Old Covenant, we see clearly that the Great Commission was directed to the people of 

Israel as a corporate body-- Israel, as a nation, was called a "priestly kingdom and a holy nation" 
whereby God's law and grace was revealed to the nations…(Ex.19:3-6) Likewise, in the NC, the 
“church” is the “Israel of “God” (Gal.6:16, Rom.9:5-6).  Peter then applied the great commission 

to the corporate church when he states in 1 Peter 2:9, “But you are a chosen race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, God's own people, in order that you may proclaim the mighty acts of 

him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light.  10 Once you were not a people, but 
now you are God's people; once you had not received mercy, but now you have received mercy.” 
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Rom 12 

Collabrative—Individual Witness and Church Presence 

 
3) Ecclesial Missions  

Missional Church— an alternative plausibility structure “in the world, for the world, but not of the world.”   
E.g. an approach that recognizes the corporate and sacramental nature of the gospel 
 
On the one hand-- ecclesial 
 
“the church is not the source of witness, it is the locus of witness…. The presence of a new reality, the 
presence in the shared life of the church of the spirit who is the arrobon of the kingdom, has become possible 
because of what Jesus has done, because of his incarnation, his ministry as the obedient child of his father, 
his suffering and death, his resurrection, AND his ascension into heaven and his session at the right hand of 
God…   It’s visible embodiment will be a community that lives by this story, a community whose existence is 
visibly defined in the regular rehearsing and reenactment of the story which has given it birth, the story of 
the self-emptying of God in the ministry of life, death and resurrection of Jesus.  Its visible center as a 
continuing social entity is that weekly repeated event in which believers share bread and wine as Jesus 
commanded, as his pledge to them and their pledge to him that they are one with him in his passion and one 
with him in his victory…  

 
When is a place evangelized?   Interesting, Nebigin points out that it was never when everyone (Individually) 
believed.. but when everywhere there was a church.   
 
“By contrast (to church growth, conversions, etc)  Paul’s criterion seems to be different.  He can tell the 
Christians in Rom that he has completed his work in the whole vast region from Jerusalem to the Adriatic 
and has “no longer any room for work in these regions,” (Rom.15:23)  Why?  “Certainly not converted all the 
populations of these regions.  Certainly not solved their social and economic problems.  He has, in his own 
words, “fully preached the gospel” and left behind communities of men and women who believe the gospel 
and live by it.”  … he has completed his missionary task in the creation of believing communities in all the 
regions through which he has passed.”  
 
What then is their significance?   
 
“One could answer most simply by saying that their significance is that they continue the mission of 
Jesus in accordance with his words: As the Father sent me, so I send you.” 
 
Chapter 18: The Congregation as Hermeneutic of the Gospel 
 
 “I confess that I have come to feel that the primary reality of which we have to take account in seeking for a Christian 
impact on public life is the Christian congregation..  How is it possible that the gospel should be credible, that people 
should come to believe that the power which has the last word in human affairs is represented by a man hanging on a 
cross?  I am suggesting that the only answer, the only hermeneutic of the gospel, is a congregation of men and women 
who believe it and live by it…  

 
“This community has at its heart the remembering and rehearsing of his words and deeds, and the 
sacraments given by him through which it is enabled both to engraft new members into its life through the 
body broken and the lifeblood poured out.  It exists in him and for him.  He is the center of its life.  Its 
character is given to it, when it is true to ist nature, not by thee characters of its members but by HIS 
character.  Insofar as it is true to its calling, it becomes the place where men andd women andd children find 
that the gospel gives them the framework of understanding, the lenses through which they are able to 
understand and cope with the world.”   

 
Ecclesial Evangel ism and Convers ion 
 

• Augustine’s Confessions revisited 
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Modern evangelicals will often reference the conversion of Augustine chronicled in his Confessions as illustrative of 
Christian conversion. Interestingly however, the reference is usually Augustine’s “garden” experience upon his reading 
of Romans 13:13-14 as told in Book 8.  I say “interestingly” because this is the context where Augustine was, shall we 
say, converted to Christianity as a moral system.   This ignores the fact that he was previously converted to 
Christianity intellectually as a philosophical system—from the dualism of Manicheism to Christian monotheism as told 
in “Book 7.”    But more to the point, it also ignores what Augustine himself described about his conversion in related to 
being engrafted into Christ by Christian baptism.  In Augustine’s own words (prior to his sacramental conversion, but 
after his moral conversion), he said, "thus in that depth I recognized the act for your will and I gave praise to your 
name rejoicing in faith.  But this faith would not let me feel safe about my past sins, since your baptism had not yet 
come to remit them"36  The evening before Easter, April 24, 387, Augustine was baptized by Ambrose together with 
many others.  And Augustine later reflected… " 

 
We were baptized, and all anxiety as to our past life fled away.37 

• Early Church Revisited 
 

Pagan converts to the [Christian] mainstream did not, for the most part, first understand the faith and then decide to become 
Christians; rather, the process was reversed: they first decided and then they understood.  More precisely, they were first attracted 
by the Christian community and form of life… they submitted themselves to prolonged catechetical instruction in which they 
practiced new modes of behavior and learned the stories of Israel and their fulfillment in Christ.  Only after they had acquired 
proficiency in the alien Christian language and form of life were they deemed able intelligently and responsibly to profess the faith, 
to be baptized.38 

 
Those seeking conversion will need to be directed not only to a passage like John 1:12, but also Acts 2:38.  For when a 
person once asked Peter “what must we do to be saved,” Peter’s response was “repent and be baptized…!  And notice 
carefully, this is related to the gift of the Holy Spirit!   Baptism is throughout the scripture related to the animating 
work of the Spirit in being miraculously born again into the life of God!39  We should notice carefully the language 
depicting “mystic union” with Christ” that is employed by Paul in Romans 6:3-6 in such terms as “baptized into Christ” 
and “buried with him” and “united with Him”—all as related to the meaning of Christian baptism! Concerning then this 
passage, John Calvin notes:  
 

By these words, he not only exhorts us to imitation of Christ, as if he had said, that we are admonished by 
baptism, in like manner as Christ died, to die to our lusts, and as he rose, to rise to righteousness; but he 
traces the matter much higher, that Christ by baptism has made us partakers of his death, in grafting us into 
it.40 

 
In other words, Baptism transacts us into the reality of being engrafted into Christ, into his baptism, a baptism that we 
ourselves cannot do.  It is not the water, not the church, not the minister, not our faith, not our dying and our rising, 
which forgives and heals.  It is Christ who has done all this for us and in us by the Spirit, even the same Spirit that 
enlivens us sacramentally into the life of God.  According then to chapter 28 of the Westminster Confession of Faith, 
with the language of “sacrament” comes the language of covenant of grace wherein grace is "conferred" through 
baptism such as to be an instrument or "means" of grace as then to be "effected" through baptism.   

 
Evangelistic Communalism and Ethics as “Witness” 

Ecclesial Ethics and Cultural Transformation (c.f . Preston Graham,  
 

• The Post-Liberal Contribution: “Let the church be the church” 
 

The church must be a sample of the kind of humanity which, for example, economic and racial differences are surmounted.  
Only then will it have anything to say to the society that surrounds it about how those difference must be dealt with. 41 

 

                                                
36 St. Augustine, The Confessions, (Alfred A Knopf, Random House, NY,  2001) Book 9, chapter 4. 
37 Augustine, The Confessions (New York: Alfred A. Knopf/Random House, 2001), 9.6. 
38 George Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine, p. 132c.f. c.f. Above redemptie historical survey and especially the story of the early church in Act 2:1-47, 

note especially vs. 44-47, and then a more theological discourse about the relation of faith to participation in the life of God in, with and through the 
“temple” of the New Testament church in Ephesians 2:1- 22. 
39 See for instance, Titus 3:5, 1Peter 3:21, Gal.3:27, 1Cor.12:13, Mark 16:16, Acts 22:16, Rom. 6:3-4) 
40

 John Calvin, Commentaries On The Epistle Of St. Paul To The Romans 
41 Yoder, John Howard, The Politics of Jesus, 2nd Edition (Eerdmans: Grand Rabids, Michigan, (1972), p. 150-152.  
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The time has therefore come to bear witness to the specific virtues of the Christian life through reference to its setting 
within the church under the guidance of Holy Scripture and the lordship of Jesus Christ.  Christian witness in this social 
context bears the character not of seeking common ground with those who dwell extra muros ecclesiae [outside the walls of 
the church] but of articulating a vision that is distinctively and sometimes counter to the prevailing culture.”42 

 
Spirituality Doctrine Re-Formed 
 
• A Reformed Pedigree 

" 5th Century Augustine (City of God) 
" 16 Century John Calvin’s Geneva (Institutes, 4.20.1,  
" 16th century The Scottish Reformation (1578 Scottish Second Book of Discipline and 

the famous One Hundred and Eleven Propositions 
" 19th Century Border State Presbyterians (Civil War Movement of Dissent against 

politization of the Church, e.g. Stuart Robinson, Boarder State “Declaration and 
Testimony”)43 

" 20th Century Confessing Church, Barman Declaration 
 
• The Significance of Ecclesial Based Mercy Ministry (c.f. CPC policy) 

 
Awe came upon everyone…   All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell 
their possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, as they spent 
much time together with one accord in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and 
generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all the people. And day by day the Lord added to them 
those who were being saved.   (Acts 2:43-47) 

 
Such is the vision we get of the ascended ministry of Christ in the present redemptive age after 

Pentecost.  It is the description of a Christo-centric, sacramentally formed, confessional, multi-cultural and 
organic kind of loving unity that was in, not of, and for the world to the “praise of God” and in “favor with all 
the people.”  It was, in summary, the description of a missional ecclesiology wherein the church-- just being 
the church-- was itself a missionary enterprise, even that church that “believed together and had all things 
in common!”  

 
The missionary value of the church being the church  was John Howard Yoder’s point as well in  

The Politics of Jesus (1972).  In it, Yoder re-examined the slogan of the 1948 Amsterdam Assembly “let the 
church be the church” wherein he described how the “centrality of the church” in ethics is in itself a  “social 
strategy.”  According to Yoder, to the degree that the church becomes a “restored society,” it does as a 
powerfully authentic witness within the greater society.   

 
The church must be a sample of the kind of humanity which, for example, economic and racial 
differences are surmounted.  Only then will it have anything to say to the society that surrounds it 
about how those difference must be dealt with. 44 

    
Since Yoder penned his idea concerning the centrality of the counter cultural church as a social 

strategy, the church in the West is beginning to understand its new situation as a disenfranchised minority in 
an increasingly post-Christian and post-liberal (individualistic) world.  That is to say that while the social 
significance of northern hemisphere Christianity is undergoing a steady decline, however you want to measure 
it, there is an emergent rediscovery of the critical role of the local and counter-cultural positioned Christian 
congregation for the sake of ethical formation and even public contribution. David Fergusson has observed 
that “the emergence of pluralism and secularism in the late-twentieth century have led to the breakdown of 
any clear Christian consensus undergirding the standards, assumptions, and policies of multiracial and multi-
religious societies.”  He further acknowledged that the present social predicament “has led to calls for greater 
Christian authenticity “ wherein “we can no longer assume that Christian ethics simply endorses what 

                                                
42 David Ferguson, Community, Liberalism and Christian Ethics, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998),  p.1-2.  
43 C.f. Preston Graham Jr., A Kingdom Not of This World: Stuart Robinson’ Struggle to Distinguish the Sacred From the Secular During the American 

Civil War, Macon: Mercy University Press, 2002)  
44 Yoder, John Howard, The Politics of Jesus, 2nd Edition (Eerdmans: Grand Rapids, Michigan, (1972), p. 150-152.  
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everyone recognizes to be good for human beings qua human being.”  And to the point of this present essay, 
Fergusson contends: 
 

The time has therefore come to bear witness to the specific virtues of the Christian life through 
reference to its setting within the church under the guidance of Holy Scripture and the lordship of 
Jesus Christ.  Christian witness in this social context bears the character not of seeking common 
ground with those who dwell extra muros ecclesiae [outside the walls of the church] but of articulating 
a vision that is distinctively and sometimes counter to the prevailing culture.”45 

 
Richard Hayes summarized the New Testament answer to this question this way:   

 
Paul develops his account of the new community in Christ as a fundamental theological theme in his 
proclamation of the gospel.  Indeed, the focus on community is a part of the gospel itself. How so? If we ask, 
"What is God doing in the world in the interval between resurrection and parousia?" The answer must be 
given, for Paul, primarily in ecclesial terms: God is at work through the Spirit to create communities that 
prefigure and embody the reconciliation and healing of the world. The fruit of God's love is the formation of 
communities that confess, worship, and pray together in a way that glorifies God (see, e.g., Rom 15:7-13). 
Such communities are palpable signs of God's reconciliation of the world.  The conception of salvation as an 
individual matter between man and God is utterly foreign to Paul's preaching. . . . To be in Christ, in the 
Lord, in the Spirit means to be in the community of Christ, the Lord, and the Spirit.  Hence, the will of God is 
always to be discerned by and for the community, not by individuals in isolation.  This communal context of 
the believer's life is of the greatest importance for Paul's understanding of how the Christian is able to know 
what he ought to and ought not to do. . . . The believer's life and action are always in, with, and for "the 
brethren" in Christ. For him, moral action is never a matter of an isolated actor choosing from among a 
variety of abstract ideas on the basis of how inherently "good" or "evil" each may be. Instead it is always a 
matter of choosing and doing what is good for the brother and what will upbuild the whole community of 
brethren."46 

 
For the present purpose then, wherein society is struggling with the issues of poverty and economic injustice, even 
oppression, within a highly individualistic oriented economic and ethical system—what is the policy and strategy of 
the church concerning poverty within its own ranks, albeit a policy that recognizes and practices a kind of practical, 
even economic koinonia that recognizes no social distinctions?  
2. A strategic plan for dispersing of Mercy Fund :  
 

1. The Goal of Empowerment vs. Enablement:  
 

We believe it to be an inherent aspect of  the imgo dei to have a  vocational calling.  A Holistic approach to 
mercy ought to empower God’s people to work, rather than enable them not to work, if at all possible.   That 
is to say that human flourishing is related to human vocation.  WE desire a strategy that reflects this in so 
far as possible. C.f. Bob Luptons, Theirs is the kingdom “The Image of God “p. 10, Christmas Again, p. , 
Welfare Redefined, p. )  

 
Driving Questions:  

• How can the mercy fund be executed in order to encourage personal responsibility, accountability 
and esteem?   What will encourage the recipient to discover a means of experiencing their imago dei 
in some vocation—even if the vocation is not able to sustain them financially  

i. A preference for service related assistance—e.g. financial assistance that is tied to service 
either within or without the church.    

                                                
45 David Ferguson, Community, Liberalism and Christian Ethics, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998),  p.1-2.  
46

 Richard Hayes, Ecclesiology and Ethics in 1 Corinthians. See also Victor P. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: 

Abingdon,1968) 
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ii. A preference for supplemental assistance—e.g. wherein the church doesn’t replace wage-
labor or family system labor,  but supplements it in order for the person to remain in a job 
worth doing albeit if the job doesn’t sufficiently provide for the person’s needs.    

   
• What process will need to be in place in order to determine the relative level of destitution as per 

financial “need?     
i. An Application process to include:  

1. A full disclosure of financial situation 
2. Proposed Budget  
3. Gifts/ability inventory relative to possible services rendered   
4. Short and Long term vocational goals 

ii. An annual review of the above 
• What strategy should be put in place in order for Mercy to be Holistic, as to consider the needs of 

the whole person relative to a “systems” approach to mercy and care such as to include financial, 
relational, family, medical, counseling .   Thus, it is recommended that:  

i. Each recipient be assigned a “case manager” as to regularly meet with the recipient and to 
help guide them to whatever counseling or assistance they might need such as financial 
counseling, medical care, pastoral counseling, etc.    

ii. That a team of counselors be assembled from within the church if possible as to include 
people who are capable of:  

1. Pastoral care and family counseling (pastors)  
2. Financial planning and budget counseling 
3. Drug addition counseling,  
4. Etc.   

iii. Review:  That the case manager be in touch with the recipient on approximately a monthly 
basis, and that the SLB would review the case on an annual basis as through the case 
manager.   

 
The spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me; he has sent me to 
bring good news to the oppressed, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the 
captives, and release to the prisoners; to proclaim the year of the LORD’s favor, and the day 
of vengeance of our God; to comfort all who mourn… 

 Isaiah 61:1-2 
 

Many years after the prophet Isaiah spoke these words, during a moment of intense 
personal crisis for John the Baptist, he inquired of Christ to give him some assurance as to 
the authenticity of His messianic ministry.  Christ's response was to appropriate the words 
of Isaiah as stated above. (Luke 4:17ff) Today, these same words serve also to authenticate 
the church, whose founder and head is Jesus Christ.  For whatever the gospel is, it is about 
the forgiveness of sin and the restoration of lives to the glory of Christ.  The two, 
forgiveness and restoration, are together the aims of the gospel to the glory of God and 
making disciples of every nation.   Restoration, is always a holistic endeavor, as related to 
what our confession describe as the both the inward and outward person.  The Mercy Fund 
of CPC is an attempt to put real strategy and resources to this vision.   To do less, would be 
to have less authentic witness, to have less of the full gospel as mediated in, with and 
through the church that really does share Christ’s koinonia together both in the inward and 
outward ways of spirit and resources.   

 
Footnote: Just Do Something!!  
 
The temptation is for the overwhelming need to discourage doing anything until we conclude that we 
can fix everything.   This is perhaps the greatest enemy to helping the poor—an unwillingness to do 
anything in fear of failure, and the sense of hopeless that comes with this.   I am reminded here of 
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the vision that inspired the beginning of the Salvation Army, as per the exhortation of James 1:19-
27 and William Booths subsequent exhortation, “just do something.” Whatever we do, it will not be 
enough, humanly speaking, but just “doing something” is to be the church, leaving the ultimate issue 
of poverty to God’s perfect timing and will.   Thus Mercy fund is our attempt at “being doers of the 
word, not merely hearers of it.”   Might it be said about CPC that we love each other, and that this 
love is real and tangible by the way we increasingly hold all things in common.  

 
 
• Evangelistic Sacramentalism… WCF carefully observed! 

We expect salvation from him — not because he stands aloof from us, but because engrafting us into his body he 
not only makes us partakers of all his benefits, but also of himself… you become a member of him, and hence one 
with him… It will never do to separate Christ from us, nor us from him; but we must, with both hands, keep firm 
hold of that alliance by which he has riveted us to himself. This the Apostle teaches us: “The body is dead because of 
sin; but the spirit is life because of righteousness,” (Rom. 8:10)... He tells us that the condemnation which we of 
ourselves deserve is annihilated by the salvation of Christ; and to confirm this he employs the argument to which I 
have referred, viz., that Christ is not external to us, but dwells in us; and not only unites us to himself by an 
undivided bond of fellowship, but by a wondrous communion brings us daily into closer connection, until he becomes 
altogether one with us. 

 
no extent of space interferes with the boundless energy of the Spirit,  which transfuses life into us from the flesh of Christ.47

 
 

We have already discussed in what sense it can be said that the visible church is an essential element of the gospel—in the 
language of our confession “out of which there is no ordinary possibility of salvation.” (WCF 25.2)  The question all of this 
raises then is this: In what manner is the church, consisting of common and unholy things, set apart for such an uncommon 
and holy use?   IN other words, what makes the church so “special” as to be especially attributed with the power of 
salvation?  What do you think makes the church so unique and special?   
 
Part 1: Issues in Sacramental Theology:  
 
2. As per the above question, some “reformation” context to our confession is useful, especially as it introduces us to the 
Westminster language pertaining to sacraments, which as we will see is very much “Calvinistic.”   In other words, how do 
you think John Calvin would answer the above question about the uniquely salvific quality of the church in relation then to 
sacraments? Is Christ uniquely present in a saving way in the sacraments—if so, then the Lord is uniquely present in, with 
and through the church unto salvation, albeit as we will see with a very important qualification as predicated upon the 
reformation emphasis on divine sovereignty acting through election and effectual calling especially as received by faith 
alone!  Concerning then the sacrament of the Lord’s supper, Calvin writes:  

“no extent of space interferes with the boundless energy of the Spirit, which transfuses life into us from 
the flesh of Christ.”48 

 
What does this say then about the uniqueness of the church?  Notice again how Calvin words this in his Treatise on the 
Lord’s Supper in so far as we are introduced to the concept of “sacrament.”  
 

It is necessary, first of all, that he be given us in the Supper, in order that the things which we have mentioned 
may be truly accomplished in us. For this reason I am wont to say, that the substance of the sacraments is the 
Lord Jesus, and the efficacy of them the graces and blessings which we have by his means... 
 
...all the benefit which we should seek in the Supper is annihilated if Jesus Christ be not there given to us as the 
substance and foundation of all. That being fixed, we will confess, without doubt, that to deny that a true 
communication of Jesus Christ is presented to us in the Supper, is to render this holy sacrament frivolous and 
useless—an execrable blasphemy unfit to be listened to. 
 
Thus it is with the communion which we have in the body and blood of the Lord Jesus. It is a spiritual mystery 
which can neither be seen by the eye nor comprehended by the human understanding. It is therefore figured to us 

                                                
47 First quote: Jean Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion 1559, ed. J. T. McNeill and F.L. Battles (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1960),  III.2.24. c.f. 

Ronald S. Wallace, Calvin's Doctrine of the Word and Sacrament, (Edinbrugh: Oliver and Boyd, 1953). Second Quote: John Calvin, Corpus 
Reformatorum, 37:4 
48 John Calvin, Corpus Reformatorum, 37: 48. 
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by visible signs, according as our weakness requires, in such manner, nevertheless, that it is not a bare figure but 
is combined with the reality and substance . . . the sacraments of the Lord should not and cannot be at all 
separated from their reality and substance.  
 
We must confess, then, that if the representation which God gives us in the Supper is true, the internal substance 
of the sacrament is conjoined with the visible signs; and as the bread is distributed to us by the hand, so the body 
of Christ is communicated to us in order that we may be made partakers of it. 

 
But then notice also how Calvin “qualifies” all of this—both as to distinguish between the Roman position, but also the 
Baptist position:   

To distinguish [Christ from elements], in order to guard against confounding them, is not only good and reasonable, 
but altogether necessary; but to divide them, so as to make the one exist without the other, is absurd. 

 
How then are the sacraments powerful unto salvation according to Calvin?  

The proper body and blood of Jesus Christ is received only by faith... Hence if we would worthily communicate in 
the Lord's Supper, we must with firm heartfelt reliance regard the Lord Jesus as our only righteousness, life, and 
salvation, receiving and accepting the promises which are given us by him as sure and certain, and renouncing all 
other confidence, so that distrusting ourselves and all creatures, we may rest fully in him, and be contented with 
his grace alone. 

 
3. Read WCF 27.1-2  What is a sacrament? Notice especially four distinguishing marks:  

! “Immediate Institution”  
! “holy Sign”—i.e. it symbolizes that which is promised (see below) 
! “holy... Seal”- i.e. it in some sense accomplishes that which is promised (see below) 
! “Spiritual Relation . . . between the thing signified and the sign” or means of grace.  (see below) 

 
4. What does all this mean exactly? Do the sacraments “effect” anything in so far as salvation is concerned? Notice section 
3—and the answer “yes and no” depending on how we mean it.  

! NO: grace is “not conferred by any power in them; neither doth the efficacy of a sacrament depend upon the piety 
or intention of him that doth administer it.  Thus, the elements themselves are not in any way transformed as to 
have any power in themselves (no “holy water” or “holy bread/wine” if by this it is meant they are anything other 
than they are naturally)  

! YES: grace is conferred... upon the work of the Spirit, and the word of institution, which contains, together with a 
precept authorizing the use thereof, a promise of benefit to worthy receivers. (“holy water” and “holy bread/wine” 
in so far as they are instruments used by the Holy Spirit to confer grace and salvation “TO THE ELECT” as 
received and confirmed by faith alone. 

 
In other words, by means of the spiritual presence of Christ that is uniquely related to the sacraments (section 2), the 
sacraments are powerful to affect that which is being promised.  Does this mean that the nature of the power is necessarily 
exhibited, or even necessarily immediately exhibited vis-à-vis the participant?   NO!   Again in the words of our confession, 
only “ordinarily” as per the relation of the church to salvation.  In other words, the sacraments are a “means of grace” and 
not “the agent of grace.” The “agent of grace” is the Holy Spirit, even as God the Holy Spirit is sovereign. (John 3:8) 
 
Notice then how all this works out, for instance, in the two sacraments:  
As a “holy Sign:”  

1) What is signified in Christian Baptism? WCF 28.1 of his ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of 
sins, and of his giving up unto God, through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life. 

2) What is signified in the Lord’s Supper? WCF 29.1 of His body and blood, called the Lord's Supper, to be observed in 
His Church, unto the end of the world, for the perpetual remembrance of the sacrifice of Himself in His death; 

 
As a “seal” I.e. what exactly does it effect?  Notice again the sacramental relation: Spiritual Relation . . . between the thing 
signified and the sign.  I.e. what is signified is somehow applied in, with and through the sacraments— 

! In Baptism: ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins, and of his giving up unto God, through 
Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life.  Thus, WCF 28.6 

by the right use of this ordinance, the grace promised is not only offered, but really exhibited, and 
conferred, by the Holy Ghost, to such (whether of age or infants) as that grace belongeth unto, according 
to the counsel of God's own will, in His appointed time. 
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However, note the important qualifications as “according to the counsel of God’s will, in His appointed time” (i.e. 
“not necessarily and not necessarily immediately”) as then predicated upon the work of the Holy Spirit and how 
this is explicitly related to the power of Baptism to save:   

Not necessarily: WCF 28.5 yet grace and salvation are not so inseparably annexed unto it, as that no 
person can be regenerated, or saved, without it: or, that all that are baptized are undoubtedly 
regenerated. 
Not necessarily immediately: WCF 28.6 The efficacy of Baptism is not tied to that moment of time wherein 
it is administered 

(Read Mt.28:19, Titus 3:5, 1 Peter 3:21, Gal.3:27, 1Cor.12:13, Mark 16:16, Acts 2:38, Rom.6:3-4 and ask, does it 
not seem to “affect” salvation in some sense?) 
 

! In The Lord’s Supper: WCF 29.1 the sealing all benefits thereof unto true believers, their spiritual nourishment 
and growth in Him, . . . to be a bond and pledge of their communion with Him, and with each other, as members of 
His mystical body. Thus 29.5, and then section 7 

Worthy receivers, outwardly partaking of the visible elements, in this sacrament, do then also, inwardly 
by faith, really and indeed, yet not carnally and corporally but spiritually, receive, and feed upon, Christ 
crucified, and all benefits of His death: the body and blood of Christ being then, not corporally or carnally, 
in, with, or under the bread and wine; yet, as really, but spiritually, present to the faith of believers in 
that ordinance, as the elements themselves are to their outward senses.  
(Read 1Cor.10:15 and language of “koinonia”.  See also John 6: 51, 55-56, 63, etc)  

 
Missional Sacramentology 

o Children—unconfirmed believers wherein experiencing God’s grace/love enables them nore and mnore to 
embrace Christ by HS 

o Weekly Communion—invitation to seek.. .prayes in bulletin 
o Sacramental Wisdom—Local Presence—parish decisions, etc.  
o Evangelistic Worship— 

• Avoid the false dichotomies 

Edificaiton or Evangelism??  
Keller:  
“God commanded Israel to invite the nations to join in declaring his glory. Zion is to be the center of 
world-winning worship (Isaiah 2:2-4; 56:6-8.) “Let this be written for a future generation, that a 
people not yet created may praise the Lord...so the name of the Lord will be declared in Zion, and his 
praise in Jerusalem when the peoples and the kingdoms assemble to worship the Lord” (Psalm 
102:18.) Psalm 105 is a direct command to believers engage in evangelistic worship. The Psalmist 
challenges them to “make known among the nations what he has done” (v.1.) How? “Sing to him, 
sing praise to him; tell of his wonderful acts” (v.2) Thus believers are continually told to sing and 
praise God before the unbelieving nations. (See also Psalm 47:1; 100:1-5.) God is to be praised 
before all the nations, and as he is praised by his people, the nations are summoned and called to 
join in song.” 
 
Likewise: again Keller: 
“Peter tells a Gentile church, “But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a 
people belonging to God, that you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into 
his marvelous light.” (I Peter 2:9.) This shows us that the church is challenged to the same witness 
that Israel was called to—evangelistic worship. A key difference: in the Old Testament, the center of 
world-winning worship was Mt. Zion, but now, wherever we worship Jesus in spirit and in truth 
(John 4:21-26) we have come to the heavenly Zion (Heb.12:18-24.) In other words, the risen Lord 
now sends his people out singing his praises in mission, calling the nations to join both saints and 
angels in heavenly doxology. Jesus himself stands in the midst of the redeemed and leads us in the 
singing of God’s praises (Hebrews 2:12), even as God stands over his redeemed and sings over us in 
joy (Zeph. 2:17.)” 
 
Case studies:  
I Corinthians 14:24-25. 
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Paul is addressing the misuse of the gift of tongues. He complains that tongues speaking will cause 
unbelievers to say they are out of their minds (v.23.) He insists that the worship service must be 
comprehensible to them. He says that if an unbeliever “or unlearned one” (an uninitiated inquirer) 
comes in, and worship is being done “unto edification”, “he will be convinced by all that he is a 
sinner and will be judged by all” (v.24.) Of what does this conviction consist? “The secrets of his 
heart will be laid bare” (v.25.) It may mean he realizes that the worshippers around him are finding 
in God what his heart had been secretly searching for, but in the wrong ways. It may mean the 
worship shows him how his heart works. The result: “so falling on his face, he will worship God, 
exclaiming, ‘God is really among you’” (v.25.) 
 
Acts 2 
When the Spirit falls on those in the upper room, a crowd gathers (v.5) because a) they are hearing 
the disciples praising God (“we hear them declaring the wonders of God” v.11), and b) and also 
because this worship is “in our own tongues” (v.11.) As a result, they are first made very interested 
(“amazed and perplexed they asked one another, ‘what does this mean’” v.11), and later they are 
convicted deeply (“they were cut to the heart and said...’Brethren, what shall we do?’” v.37.) 
Note therefore: Keller,  

Non-believers are expected to be present in Christian worship. In Acts 2 it happens by word-of-
mouth excitement. In I Cor 14 it is probably the result of personal invitation by Christian 
friends. But Paul in 14:23 expects both “unbelievers” and “the unlearned” (literally “a seeker”—
“one who does not understand”) to be present in worship. 
Non-believers must find the praise of Christians to be comprehensible. In Acts 2 it happens by 

miraculous divine intervention. In I Cor 14 it happens by human design and effort. But 
it cannot be missed that Paul directly tells a local congregation to adapt its worship 
because of the presence of unbelievers. It is a false dichotomy to insist that if we are 
seeking to please God we must not ask what the unchurched feel or think about our 
worship. 

Non-believers can fall under conviction and be converted through comprehensible worship. In I 
Cor 14 it happens during the service, but in Acts 2 it is supplemented by “after meetings” and 
follow-up evangelism. God wants the world to overhear us worshipping him. God directs his 
people not to simply worship, but to sing his praises “before the nations.” We are not to simply 
communicate the gospel to them, but celebrate the gospel before them. 

 
Vernacular vs. Doxology:  
 
Art vs. No Art:  Aesthetics in Worship 
 

First, what is our “theology” of worship? (From Heb12, Rev. 4-15, Eph. 4, etc) 
 

o Corporate NT Worship is fundamentally to participate in the mediated presence of Christ vis-à-vis 
our present history.    As per Heb 12, Rev. 4, Eph. 4, etc. Fundamental to our theology of the church 
and worship is our theology of the ascended ministry of Christ being mediated by the Holy Spirit 
in/with/through common/unholy elements in order to become the holy/uncommon, life giving and 
redemptive presence of Christ in our midst.  This mediated presence is executed via the Holy Spirit 
by means of the prescribed instrumentality of word, sacrament and community as then  to become 
the very real “household of God” or “NC temple.”  There is then in worship both a “transcendent” 
aspect of our being united to Christ in heavenly worship, as there is an imminence of Christ’s 
presence in our earthly context in worship.   The ascending/descending theme as by Christ vis-à-vis 
the Holy Spirit in, with and through the elements of worship is essential to our theological 
understanding of worship.   How then to convey this in our forms/circumstances?   For instance:  

 

Edmund Clowney: 
The picture of the church as a worshipping assembly is nowhere more powerfully presented than by the 
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (ch. 12:18-29). He contrasts the worship of God at Mount Sinai 
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with the worship of the New Covenant. We do not come to Mount Sinai in our 
worship, but to Mount Zion. That Zion is not the earthly, but the heavenly Zion, the sanctuary of the 
eternal city of God. For the author of Hebrews, this is not a figurative way of speaking. The heavenly 
Jerusalem is not a Platonic abstraction. It is as real as the living God, as real as the risen body of Jesus 
Christ. In our worship in Christ's church we approach the throne of God the Judge of all. We enter the 
festival assembly of the saints and the angels. We gather in spirit with the spirits of just men made 
perfect. We enter the assembly of glory through Christ our Mediator, and the blood of his atoning death. 
For that reason we must hear and heed the word of the Lord, and 'worship God acceptably with 
reverence and awe' (v.28). 

 
o As applied to the sacraments: In the mystery of Christ’s ascended presence in our midst by 

the Holy Spirit, there is a mystical union of the common and uncommon, holy/unholy, 
corporeal and spiritual, human and divine in order that Christ is really, present “in our midst” 
unto salvation.   There IS is a “flesh/corporeal” presence of Christ, not by any material 
transformation of the human/material to divine, but by the joining of Christ by the Holy 
Spirit to the human/material as the so called “mystical “body of Christ.”  This mystical union 
works itself out in so far as there is a cultural/human vernacular dynamic that form a 
synthesis with the  a-cultural/divine vernacular dynamic.  Its where these two meet, the 
transcendent with the imminence, that we have what is called “forms” of worship.    

 
o The “body of Christ” then assume two dynamics—one prescribed in scripture and enlivened 

by the spirit, the other provided by the flesh/blood of the people (thus the vernacular 
principle) as also enlivened by the spirit—thus the miracle of sacramental presence working 
in, with and through the common/unholy for an uncommon and holy use. This is the mystery 
of the ascended ministry of Christ vis-à-vis history.  

 
o Moreover, this whole transaction is not just “rational” but holistic as to involve our reason, 

senses, emotions and relationships.   A Biblical anthropology is to know ourselves as we are 
known by God (Calvin).  That is to say that God knows us as living soul, even “body and 
spirit.   We then commune with God in body, mind, emotions, affections, etc.   Worship then 
is a whole person event involving the whole of our sensory and non-sensory being.      

 
What responsibility then does the church have in determining the aesthetic, musical, ceremonial, liturgical “forms” 
as to most effectively accomplish the biblical ends of each element in worship.   From the context of our 
tradition as per above, quite a lot, albeit within the regulated means of grace and the directed forms!  
(see Below)  

 
Second, by way of definition, we can distinguish between at least two different aspects of a 
given worship service, each with their own inherent relation to scripture and culture:  

 
Elements of Worship (or the “elemental things”):  By positive institution from God in 
scripture, these are the things we do in worship that come directly from Christ vis-à-vis the 
apostolic foundation. 

o In relation to scripture: Elements are prescribed, nothing contrary to or beside should 
be done in worship since the scripture is our only rule of faith and practice in worship.  
Thus the so called “regulative” principle of worship as related to elements.  

o In relation to culture (common vernacular): Elements transcend all cultures.   
 

Note: Acts 2:42  They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of 
bread and the prayers. 
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Therefore, 4 Essential Elements:  
Prayers 
 Spoken and Sung 
Sacraments 
 Baptism-entrance 
 Lord's Supper- Renewal 
Word (Apostolic) 
 Read and especially preached 
"Fellowship" 
 Congregational collection and pastoral prayers  

  
Forms of Worship (or the formal things, sometimes also referred to as “circumstantial” 
things as to include “forms” ):   It is the manner in which the elements are done in a way that 
both fits the theology of the element with the way this theology is best suited toward the 
Biblically directed effect it has upon the congregation.  The “forms” include all things related to 
the language used, style, order, surrounding aesthetics of the space used, etc.—Anything as per 
the “media” that either helps or hinders the “message” as per even various social conventions in 
so far as they carry inherent social meanings, etc.   

o In relation to scripture: Forms are directed from scripture in terms of their intended 
affect as to be most edifying,  not prescribed (The Directory principle of worship)  

o In relation to culture (common vernacular): Forms are directed, not prescribed  
 

Further Observations concerning the use of forms:  
 
o It would be an exercise of  naiveté of  thinking in terms of “no-forms” vs. “forms”, even as this 

would open up the possibility of an un-scrutinized pop-culture being trafficked in the form of 
worship. (thus syncretism—c.f. Dt. 12)  

o Not: Ministerial clothing vs. clothing—in so far as the minister wears cloths in worship ( 
an assumption we dare not challenge, it is liturgical cloths!  His cloths depict what 
exactly (west/east, male/female, rich/poor, white collar/blue collar,  the “glass ceiling” to 
some perhaps???, oppression???, etc. etc)  

o Not: Liturgical Furniture vs. no liturgical furniture—in so far as we use furniture for 
worship, it’s use is liturgical! The room is liturgically decorated, even if after the pattern 
of a nice looking living room or whatever, 

o Not: Liturgical Music vs. no liturgical music.... the musical sounds are located both 
historically and culturally—albeit European, western, eastern, folk, classical, 
contemporary, even as what was once contemporary is not classical, etc. etc. 

o Not: Liturgical ceremonies vs. no ceremonies... The way we enter and leave worship is a 
“routine” which then either better reflects or lesser reflects what we thing is going on in 
worship.  

 
All of it IS liturgical form in so far as it is used for the purpose of worship.. and so the question is 
NOT liturgical forms or not, the question is which liturgical forms best fit the directory principle 
of worship as applied to forms (e.g. form = medium as related to theology=message/biblical ends). 

 
o Likewise, the practical impossibility of thinking in terms of “form” vs. “freedom.”  The issue 

rather is “form prescribed or form directed and if directed, how self-consciously by scripture in 
relation to things common to society vs. not self-consciously such as to open up the greater 
possibility of trafficking pop-culture as necessarily edifying in worship. .  
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o It is therefore desired that we consider the intended “ends” of a given element as then to 
direct us in how to do them given the social conventions/context of a given vernacular so 
as to be most edifying as per Biblically directed ends..    

 
Decisions on forms are both objective and subjective in nature as to combine two things 
together:  

1) A particular church’s confessional understanding of scripture coupled with,  
2) A particular church’s practical knowledge of its own social/linguistic/conventional 

context.  
 

Note:  
Acts 2:6And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered, because each one heard 
them speaking in the native language of each. 
1Cor. 14:26 How is it then, brethren? Whenever you come together, each of you has a 
psalm, has a teaching, has a tongue, has a revelation, has an interpretation. Let all things be 
done for edification. 

 
E.g. for the sake of edification as directed by biblical theology of an element, social 
conventions were used in worship in NT such as was in their own context found to be 
most effective and the intended ends:   
 
Social Conventions “common to man…” included:  

1. Head-covering --1 Cor.11:2-16 is required to preserve good order and as a sign of 
authority in the exercise of the prophetic gift…  
 
2. Washing of feet-- (John 12:1-20)-- reflects a society that knows only unpaved roads-
open toed sandals, etc. bathing of feet was a mark of hospitality-- thus a "common to 
man" practice in that day that fulfilled Paul's more general principle to "showing kindness 
to others with cheerfulness." (Rom.12:3-8)  
 
3. The "Love feast" as practiced in Corinth and elsewhere (2Pet.2:13, Jude 12)-- a sign of 
partnership between Christians as they held a common meal at worship to help the poor 
members… (Acts2:44-46) later abused and rebuked for this (1Cor.11:33, 34)  

 
Thus, the directory principle for the sake of edification clarified:  Edification Principle 
Clarified:   

NOT:  As an appeal to the sympathies of the flesh in order to grow the church 
per se vis-à-vis popularity “of this world.   
RATHER: As an appeal to the sympathies of effectual calling in election in order 
to edify the church, albeit directed to both the elect who are churched and 
unchurched, resulting in spiritual and perhaps also numeral growth. Vis-à-vis “in 
the world but not of the world and for the world.”    

 
1) 20K!!!?  (The Utilitarian concern)  

The Dilemma: How much is TOO much?    
 
A “No-Forms In Worship” Confusion: What is the message worth?   How do we  put a “price tag” on the 
message that IS communicated through the media? I.e. Tthe impossibility of “no media.”  
 

2) Where’s the cross?  (The Realist Concern)  
The Dilemma: WHAT message in worship do we highlight?  
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A Form/Element Confusion-- The central question here is when does the “art” become an element in 
worship, rather than a mere “form” of worship?     

 
3) Isn’t less more when it comes to art in worship?  (the Minimalist Concern)  

The Dilemma: What does less art communicate as ritualized in worship?   

 
A Redemptive Historical Confusion: Is the transition from Old to New a transition from for 
aesthetic forms in OC temple worship to “no aesthetic” forms—e.g. “spirit and truth”?  
   
A New Creation Confusion:  
Is the transition from Old Creation to New Creation a transition from more 
bodily/physical/aesthetic  to less bodily/physical/aesthetic?   

 
A Brief Expositional and Confessional Summary of John 4:26 

John 4:24 God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.” 
o Notice carefully the context!   

" Vs. 1-23—Jacob’s well vs. “living water” (vs. 10)  as related to the necessity of receiving 
Christ by the effectual calling of the Holy Spirit  

• The Redemptive Historical Theology of John’s Gospel as to emphasis the New Covenant era 
of the Holy Spirit in Salvation—c.f. Jn 1:24-34, 3:5).  

• As per Heb 12, Rev. 4, Eph. 4, etc. fundamental to our Biblical theology of the church and worship is 
our theology of the ascended ministry of Christ being mediated by the Holy Spirit in/with/through 
common/unholy elements in order to become the holy/uncommon, life giving and redemptive 
presence of Christ in our midst.  Eg. We do believe in a mystical union of “heaven and earth”, flesh 
and spirit, s related to our understanding of  “forms” in worship.  

o Exegetical Conclusions:  
" Speaks then of New Covenant worship within the Pentecostal advent of Christ by the HS!  

NOT—Worship with more passion vs. less, or less forms vs. more!  
" The God of OT is the God of NC, even as we worship God in the redemption of the whole 

person (soul)—both body (senses) and spirit.  Why then no instructions in NC against forms 
per se/aesthetics in worship?  Why is our only description of worship in heaven 
“aesthetic”?  

" Rather, the instruction within the “fulfillment” motif is to transition from “old” forms to 
“new forms” after the pattern of Christ’s fulfillment, albeit forms that are in some sense 
“aesthetically” driven to accompany the elements of worship. E.g. From Passover to Lords 
Supper, circumcision to baptism, Sabbath (7th) to Lord Day Sabbath (1st). 

 
o Our Confessional Context of Our Exegetical Consensus: (WCF 21:1)  

Nevertheless, we acknowledge the inward illumination of the Spirit of God to be necessary for  the 
saving understanding of such things as are revealed in the Word: and that there are some 
circumstances concerning the worship of God, and government of the church, common to human 
actions and societies, which are to be ordered by the light of nature, and Christian prudence, 
according to the general rules of the Word, which are always to be observed. 

 
o Application: We DO therefore, take into considerations such things as the sounds we create 

instrumentally such as to fit a given message in hymns.  We do take seriously the architectural 
design of our space as to reflect our beliefs in worship,  etc.  Always though in a way as directed by 
scripture AND consistent with a given vernacular “common to a given society.”     

 
• Evangelistic Confessionalism 

With a zeal to reach today’s emergent, shall we say “post-modern,” generation there is an increasing trend to downplay 
the use of creeds and confessions, especially in worship, in order to accommodate to a general distrust of such things-- as if 
creeds and confessions are expressions of  institutional power-plays or intolerance of others.   For instance, however astute are 
the observations and questions raised by Brian McClaren, his “program” of emergent spirituality is perhaps best  exposed in the 
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title, A Generous Orthodoxy, Why I am a Missional and Evangelical and Post/protestant and Liberal/Conservative and 
mystical/poetic and biblical and charismatic/contemplative and fundamentalist/Calvinsit and Anabaptist/Anglican and Methodist 
and catholic and green and incarnation and depressed yet hopeful and emergent and unfinsished…  As the subtitle suggests, one 
is often left with the impression once penned by  G..K. Chesterton, that if a person believes in everything, he tends not to believe 
in nothing, but in everything! Indeed, and notwithstanding a biblical case for “creedalism” in its own right,”  Dorothy Sayers also 
raises the issue of whether or not such trends are in effect loosing the “drama” in life and in worship.  Here again, Sayers 
reminds us of a conversation that Jesus once had with a women at the well.  In her words:  

Christ in his divine innocence said to the women of Samaria, “you worship what you do not know”—being apparently 
under the impression that it might be desirable, on the whole, to know what one was worshipping.  He thus showed 
himself sadly out of touch with the 20th century mind, for the cry today is “away with tedious complexities of dogma—let 
us have the simple spirit of worship, just worship, no matter of what!   The only drawback to this demand for a 
generalized and undirected worship is the practical difficulty of arousing any sort of enthusiasm for the worship of 
nothing in particular. 

 
Again, in the words of Dorothy Sayers,  

 
Let us in Heaven’s name drag out the Divine drama from under the dreadful accumulation of slipshod thinking and 
trashy sentiment heaped upon it, and set it on an open stage to startle the world into some sort of vigorous reaction.  
IF the pious are the first to be shocked, so much the worse for the pious—others will enter the Kingdom of Heaven 
before them.  IF all men are offended because of  Christ, let them be offended; but where is the sense of their being 
offended at something that is not Christ and is nothing like Him.  WE do Him singularly little honor by watering 
down his personality till it could not offend a fly.  Surely it is not the business of the church to adapt Christ to men, 
but to adapt men to Christ.   

 
o Story/Narrative PLUS Confession (not either/or)  
o Preaching the Emaus Road 
o GOSPEL CENTERED (C.F. KELLERS CENTRALITY OF THE GOSPEL—ABC’S AND XYZ’S 

According to the gospel, “the Son of Man has been glorified, and God has been glorified in him” (John 13:31).  
This means that the focus of everything we do and say is not on what WE must do in order to glorify God, but 
what CHRIST has done on our behalf in order for God to be glorified as received by faith alone! The radical 
nature of God’s grace in the gospel means that we no longer need to fear God’s condemnation and are enabled 
more and more to be less defensive in ourselves and less judgmental toward others.  The gospel enables us to 
come out of the closet of our own moral failures and brokenness making it more and more safe for those 
around us to do so as well.   And this changes everything!  It changes the way we relate to God, to one another 
and to people outside of the church such as to be rooted and grounded in God’s free, unmerited love.  It 
changes the focus and content of our church worship and ministry such as to be Christ focused and 
dependent.  It changes our motivation for service and growth in holiness in thankful response to God’s mercy.  
It changes the way we do theology leading us to doxology rather than self-righteousness.   It changes the way 
we relate to suffering and brokenness wherein we discover the sufficiency of God’s amazing grace as God’s 
power is made perfect in our weakness.   In sum, and in the words of Tim Keller,  
 

The gospel is not just the “A-B-C” but the “A-to-Z” of the Christian life. The gospel is not just the way 
to enter the kingdom, but is the way to address every problem and is the way to grow at every step. 
If we believe we can find our own worth and meaning through performance, then we will become 
either proud and disdainful of others (if we reach our goals), or else discouraged and self-loathing (if 
we fail our goals). But the gospel creates an entirely new self-image. 

 
 

• Ecumenism From the Perspective of Ecclesial Mission Explored 

 

For me, that basis when I am pressed to define it always lies in the actual experience of the missionary encounter, the encounter 
with the man, for instance, in the streets of an Indian city who challenges, you the foreigner, to say what right you have to bring 
the name of a foreign God, of a foreign religion into the land of India. One replies to such a challenge by trying to show him 
howthe name of Jesus is not the name of the leader of one religion, is not the name that we in the west give to God but is the name 
of the one decisive and final revelation of God the man, the One who alone has brought reconciliation between man and God and 
thereby  created the possibility of reconciliation between man and man. But when one replies that way, the answer always comes 
back: content with the Name of Jesus? You do not believe that the Name of Jesus is the all sufficient Name because all of you 
have to add something else to that Name before you are satisfied.  We have to conclude that what you are bringing to us is not the 
one Name of which you speak; it is in… a whole series of names – the fragments of western European culture which have been 
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projected into our world by the colonial expansion of the 19th century.49 
 
• A Confessional, Scramental,Communal (High Church) model vs. Traditional OR Non-Traditional (Low 

Church) Proposal 
 
I believe that true ecumenism is not something which is evading the question of truth.  It is something which is facing, at a deeper 
level, the question “What is the truth?” Is the truth ultimately in the Name of Jesus and there alone, or is the truth only to be 
known by adding something else in the Name of Jesus? The real issue which this missionary encounter raises is the question, 
“What is the true confession?” What does it mean to confess Jesus today?50 

 
• An Organic, Multi-Traditional-Mono Congregational Proposal  

For the perfecting of the life of the whole body, the Church of South India needs the heritage of each of the uniting Churches, and 
each of those Churches will, it is hoped, not lose the continuity of its own life, but preserve that life enriched by the union with itself 
of the other two Churches. The Church of South India is thus formed by a combination of different elements each bringing its 
contribution to the whole, and not by the absorption of any one by any other. It is, therefore, also a comprehensive Church; and its 
members, firmly holding the fundamentals of the faith and order of the Church Universal, are allowed wide freedom of opinion in 
all other matters, and wide freedom of action in such differences of practice as are consistent with the general framework of the 
Church as one organized body.51 

 

Illustration: Core Values 
High-Church—Low Church 

High Gospel—Low Gospel  
 
Conclusion:  

One of our great allies at present is the Church itself. Do not misunderstand me.  I do not mean the Church as we 
see her spread out through all time and space and rooted in eternity, terrible as an army with banners.  That, I 
confess, is a spectacle which makes our boldest tempters uneasy.  But fortunately it is quite invisible to these 
humans.     

Screwtape to Wormwod 
 

 

 

Discussion:  

True or False?  
 
1) Christian spirituality and faith is more likely to be authentic when an individual arrives at his 
or her own religious beliefs independent of any church and therefore liberated from the sorts of 
restrictions, constraints, and traditions that can be manipulative if not even at times 
dehumanizing that is so often found in organized religion. 

o True 
o False 

 
2)  “Beyond the church, no forgiveness of sins, no salvation, can be hoped for... hence the 

abandonment of the church is always fatal.” 
o True 
o False 

 
3) The true church is not primarily about an organization but  “wherever two or more are 

gathered in my name” in the presence of the Holy Spirit sent by Christ. 
o True 

                                                
49 Recounted in J.E. Lesslie Newbigin “Missions In An Ecumenical Perspective,” (1962) P. 9. “NA” 
50 E. Lesslie Newbigin, Missions In An Ecumenical Perspective 1962 p. 9 “NA” 
51 Lesslie Newbigin, “The Nature of the Unity that We Seek”: 1. From the Church of South India (1957) Religion in Life, 26, 2 (1957): 181-190. p. 2. 
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o False 
 
4) When it comes to Christ’s presence in the sacraments, Christ is locally present in, with and 

through the elements, so that it could be said that  no extent of space interferes with the 
boundless energy of the Spirit, which transfuses life into us from the flesh of Christ. 
o True 
o False 

 
5) The above idea about the Lord’s Supper is most consistent with: (circle)  

o  Presbyterian—true, false  
o  Baptist—true, false 
o  Roman Catholic—true, false 
o  Easter Orthodox—true, false 
o  Lutheran—true, false 
o  Anglican—true, false 
o Charismatic—true, false 
o Other________________ 

 
6) Membership in a local church is a Biblical pre-requisite to participation in the Lord’s Supper?   

o   True 
o   False 
 

7) If a person has had a particularly difficult week struggling with a sin, or in particular feels 
that he/she has wronged someone, he/she should not participate in the Lord’s Supper until after 
he/she has sought reconciliation with the offended person or sought to repair whatever harm 
was done in their sin?   

o True 
o False 

 
8) You should not call a pastor a “priest” because Christ is the only priest of a believer and it 
would be wrong to associate the pastoral ministry with a ”priestly” function of the church? 

o   True 
o   False  

 
9) A Missional church could be described as a church that has given much thought and even 
money to its missions program and perhaps sponsors several missionaries and equips its own people 
to do evangelism outside of the church.   

o True 
o False 

 
10) Coming into this class, I suspect that a course on ecclesiology is not so much a topic of 
soteriology as it is denominational polity and practice.    

o True 
o False 

 
Multip le Choice:  Please mark the answer(s) that you think are true  
 
1) Denominationalism is:  
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o An evil thing since it is inherently schismatic contra the last prayer of Christ for the 
church to be as one.  

o A necessary evil since it is allows for the freedom of conscience in areas that are not all 
together plain in scripture.    

o The result of  protestant driven schismatic movements associated with the rise of 
modernity and hopefully a fatality of post-modernity as more and more return to Rome 
and/or Constantinople and/or __________? 

 
2) Christian Conversion usually happens:  

o Immediately when a person is born again by the Holy Spirit and believes on Christ as a 
result.  

o Immediately when a person believes on Christ and receives the Holy Spirit as a result.   
o Gradually by the work of the Holy Spirit in drawing a person to saving faith eventually 

resulting in their making a profession of faith in Christ and being joined to Christ vis-à-
vis joining some gospel believing church  

o After baptism 
o Before baptism 
o Through baptism 
o Ordinarily starts outside of the church leading to church involvement  
o Ordinarily starts through involvement in the church leading to a profession of faith  
 

3)  You are a leader in a campus ministry, and after explaining the gospel to someone, they ask 
you “what should I do to become a Christian?” What would you do at a minimum (as if to not do 
this would be to not “seal the deal” so to speak).    

o Invite them to believe in Christ and pray with them a “sinners prayer” and encourage them 
to attend a small group perhaps?  

o  Invite them to believe in Christ and pray with them a “sinners prayer” and then set up a 
time, together with the other members of your campus ministry for administering believers 
baptism?  

o  Offer to pray with them perhaps, but instruct them to attend a local gospel believing 
church and to meet with their pastor and/or elders to discuss Christian baptism and 
communicant membership in the church.   

 
4)  The focus of Christian ethics is most essentially on:  

o  The teachings of Christ relative to the specific virtues of the Christian life through 
reference to its setting within the church under the guidance of Holy Scripture and the 
lordship of Jesus Christ as then a counter-cultural witness to the whole of society.  

o The teachings of Christ as applied directly to the whole of society through dialogue and 
seeking common ground with those who dwell outside the walls of the church for the 
common good.   

o  The teachings of Christ relative to the specific virtues of the Christian life through 
reference to its setting within the church under the guidance of Holy Scripture and the 
lordship of Jesus Christ as then a counter-cultural witness to the whole of society. and 
indirectly, through the witness and influence of the members of the church within the 
whole of society and through various non-church but Christian organizations.  

 
5) Of all the aspects of Christ ministry, I believe that the aspect least understood is Christ’s:  

o Pre-Incarnational ministry during the Old Testament as applied today 
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o Incarnational ministry as applied today 
o Resurrection as applied today 
o Ascension as applied today 

 
Circle the topic of Christology above that you believe most relates to an understanding of 
the church?   

 
6) Concerning the “temple of God”  

o There is no longer a visible “temple of God” on earth under the New Testament.  
o  The NT temple is within each one of us individually who have the Holy Spirit?   
o The NT temple is most essentially wherever the church gathers for New Testament worship, 

both in heaven and on earth.    
o The NT temple is most essentially wherever the visible head of the church resides on earth. 
o The NT temple is only in heaven where Christ is seated.  

 
7) The gospel is most essentially experienced through:  

o  Personal faith in Jesus Christ as our only redeemer sent by God.  
o  Participation in the saving presence of God vis-à-vis personal faith in Christ as being 

mediated in, with and through the visible church of word, sacrament and community.   
o Participation in the Trinitarian work of God in the world. 
 

8) Concerning the office of pastor:  
o It does not have a divine warrant from scripture as distinct from everyone who is a 

Christian since all are called to do ministry, just some do it “full time” out of necessity.  
o  It does not have a divine warrant from scripture as distinct from all “elders”—just some 

elders are more prone to be good teachers/preachers but are otherwise really the same. 
o It does have a divine warrant from scripture after the OT pattern of the Levitical 

priesthood who share in governance/shepherding of the church but also do “word and 
sacrament” compared with and distinct from representative elders who mostly focus on 
governance/shepherding.    

 
9) In Christ, there is neither... “male nor female” such as to be applied as follows:  

o Every office is as much open to women as men,  whoever meet the Biblical qualifications 
pertaining to that specific office.  

o One of the qualifications for holding the office of pastor, elder and deacon is that they 
should be men, so that women ought not to be allowed to hold these offices, but can serve 
in the church through various other functions, services and gifts. 

o Every office is open to women accept the office that is primarily concerned with ruling 
and teaching as related to the eldership-- the diaconate is open to women. 

o Every office is open to women accept the office that is primarily concerned with teaching 
as related to the pastoral office.    

o Every office of the church is open to women as long as within a collegial relationship with 
men who hold to that office, as the biblical concern was less about women having 
authority, as to usurp the co-equal authority of men per se.    

o There is a redemptive-historical role-play that remains even today that is typologically 
manifest in the husband- wife relationship in the home and also in the household of God 
between the  “head of church” role of Sr. pastor and the church—this alone ought to be 
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reflected in church polity, but women can within a context of a Sr. pastor hold to all the 
offices.  

 
10) When it comes to the use of candles in worship (as related perhaps to other liturgical 
aesthetics such as liturgical furniture and art): 

o I prefer more to less because they give me a greater sense of the mystery and 
transcendence in worship.  

o I prefer less to more because they are a distraction from the simplicity and purity of 
worship in the Spirit that is present in the basic elements of worship as prescribed by 
God.  

 
11) In the kinds of music and hymns that are used in worship:  

o I prefer the God centered traditional hymns as they tend to be more theologically robust, 
historically rooted and aesthetically appealing to my sense of the dignity and decorum of 
reverence in the presence of God.  

o I prefer the God centered folk/contemporary sounding hymns (not to be confused with 
“rock and roll” sounding necessarily) as they tend to be sounds and words that more 
reflect who I am in the worship of God and tend better to affect my emotions/affections 
toward a more authentic worship experience.     

 
12)  While conceding that the officiating minister should wear something #:  

o I would prefer that the pastor not wear a liturgical robe  since it feels to me very 
pretentious, as if the person wearing a liturgical gown is somehow better than 
everyone else rather than really being one of us. I therefore prefer that the 
pastor wear whatever is deemed respectable attire in the context of our particular 
church at a given time.   (e.g. perhaps semi-formal or high-end casual?) Somehow, 
it all just seems more personal and “real” for the pastor to wear what we wear to 
church.   

 
o I would prefer that the pastor wear a liturgical gown since a gown seems less 

pretentious to me as it would remind us that during worship, the person filling the 
office of pastor is not acting in the capacity of being my friend, my father/mother 
or my husband/wife, nor is he/she acting out of his/her particular personality per 
se, his/her culture, his/her socio-economic upbringing or educational status as can 
be reflected in clothing styles.  Nor is she/he acting as if she/he’s a spiritual 
businessman, entrepreneur or CEO.   Rather when a pastor wears a liturgical gown 
during worship, it seems to me that the person is veiled more behind the office 
that is intended to mediate Christ’s presence to me in word and sacrament each 
Sunday.  Somehow, it all just seems more reverent and holy in the presence of God 
acting through the means of grace for the pastor to wear a robe.  

 
13)  When it comes to the use of various ceremonies and/or liturgical forms in worship (e.g. 
symbolic gestures, prescribed order, language for corporate use as in corporate prayers, 
confessions of sin and faith, Eucharistic expressions of thanksgiving, etc):  

o I tend to prefer more ceremony and liturgical forms because it tends to dignify the 
moment in a way that seems more reverent or set apart as fitting a real encounter 
with a living and holy God whose voice is better preserved through well thought out 
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liturgical forms and ceremonies symbolic of what we believe is going on and 
protects us against syncretism with pop-culture.   

o I tend to prefer less ceremony because it seems artificial and contrived such as to 
distract from the true evangelical sense of having a personal and authentic 
encounter with God.  A more spontaneous and spirit-filled worship experience helps 
me to feel as though God is really in our midst and protects us against “dead 
orthodoxy.”  

 
14) Not to be confused with the previous question, concerning then the manner in which the forms 
are led in worship:  

o Throughout the service, it is important for the leader to carefully explain what we 
are doing in order for the liturgical forms to be more edifying and evangelical as 
led by the Spirit. 

o Throughout the service, it is better for the leader to allow the forms to speak for 
themselves, and to not say too much so that the profound beauty and truth within 
the forms that are specially set apart for worship are themselves not lost or 
diminished amidst the human aspects of spontaneous verbiage.  

 
15) I believe any of the above issues concerning forms in worship are grounds for deciding to 
attend a different church if my church of many years chose to change significantly?  

o Agree 
o Disagree 

 
16) IF visible (organic and organizational) Christian unity should be sought after in the present 
age, as distinguished from non-visible (or declared spiritual unity albeit different traditions under 
different organizations – present denominationalism), I would think that  the focus should be on a 
shared consensus concerning the Christian fundamentals (such as the Nicene Creed) and ?   

o Non-traditional missional networks who share a philosophy of ministry—e.g. union in 
mission vs. organic/organizational union under a shared form of government, sacrament 
and creed.  

o A Mono-traditional union by means of 1) a single “compromise” confession of faith in so 
far as can be shared by all such as to be governed by this confession in all matter 
pertaining to faith and practice by 2)  a single compromise government  (say a universal 
counsel or recognize earthly head of the church) and 3) a single compromise 
understanding of sacrament, all for the single, uncompromised commitment to visible 
unity.   

o Mono-traditional union by means of everyone rejoining the Roman Catholic or Orthodox 
or ?  church.  

o Multi-traditional visible unity wherein each local church would adhere to its own 
traditional confession of faith, local government and understanding of the sacrament 
albeit under a single agreed upon counsel/government that would only rule on matters 
of consensus, but allow each local congregation to rule on other matters.  

o Have no clue—as long as we remember that no single tradition/church is the only true 
church.   

 
16) I think personal subscription to a particular creed of a particular church should extend to:  

o Every member in so far as true confessional unity requires it.  There ought then be a fairly 
extensive catechisis process prior to membership provided for everyone seeking 
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membership.  
o Only the officers of a given church, given that entrance into any church ought only to 

require a subscription to the fundamentals of the faith (Nicene creed for instance) so that 
entrance into the church is as wide as the gospel is wide), whereas pastors/elders/deacons 
are charged to shepherd the flock of God as per a confessional consensus that extends 
into other issued beyond the fundamentals of the faith such that they should be required 
to subscribe to the confessional consensus of a given church.    

o No subscription ought to be required of anyone accept enough to discern a true and credible 
profession of faith.  

o I don’t believe in church membership such as to make this question a moot question since 
participation in the church is a voluntary activity anyway.  

 


